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CalvaryEpiscopal Church was host to the city—wide AIDS healing service Oct.
17. Pictured: (Left) DavidJohnson‘s "Fabric Sculpture for Persons Living with
AIDS" and (Right) Rev. Ethan Pruett ofHoly Trinity Community Church, one
of several ministers participating in the ecumenical service.

Judge Says Cracker Barrel
Lesbian Loses Custody Of
Shareholders May Vote On
Children, Plans Appeal
Anti—Gay Policy

BENTONVILLE, Ark. (AP) —
NEW YORK (AP) — Sharehold— keep their shareholders from voting An attorney said on Oct. 6 that she
ers of Cracker Barrel Old Country on employment issues without going will appeal a ruling that gave custody
Stores will be allowed to vote on the through formal rulemaking proce— of a Lesbian‘s children to her former
company ‘s policy of refusing to hire dures, a lengthy process that involves husband.
Chancery Judge Terry Crabtree
Gays.
issuing an opinion and collecting pub—
said in a ruling filed Oct. 5 that the
U.S. District Judge Kimba Wood lic comment.
ruled recently that shareholders must
Cracker Barrel did not return a call woman‘s "Gay lifestyle would sub—
be allowed to vote on employment seeking comment Oct. 18, and a ject the children to ridicule and em—
practices concerning discrimination.
spokeswoman for the SEC declined barrassment because oftheir mother‘s
activity."
Cracker Barrel Old Country
to comment.
Victoria Cochran, the mother‘s
Stores, a Tennessee—based restaurant
Cracker Barrel shareholders will
chain, had announced in 1991 that it now be allowed to include the anti— attorney, said she would certainly
would only hire heterosexuals. At discrimination resolution on the appeal the case to the state Supreme
least11 workers were then fired.
company‘s 1993 proxy statement, Court.
"An injustice has been done," Ms.
The New York City Employees which will be voted on in November.
Retirement System, a pension fund
The vote will be the first ever taken Cochran said.
Ms. Cochran said she didn‘t th1nk
«———
thatholdsstockinCrackerBarrel,on aresolution on employment dis—
sponsored a shareholder proposal pro—
;.,(zrabtmc1tgd rulingfrom asimilar:
_ _ __ __
_
hibiting discrimination at the com—
Such resolutxonsare merely advi— case in Virginia.
Crabtree "cited what he thought to
sory, and companies are not required
arre! claimed that it to take action on them. But sharehold— be the Arkansas law and followed the
could simply ignore the proposal on ers see them as a powerful way to Arkansas law in making his ruling,"
the grounds that the company‘s anti— pressure companies to change their Ms. Cochran said.
The judge said it was in the
Gay policy was "ordinary business." positions on issues such as the envi—
The federal Securities and Exchange ronment, workplace safety and invest— children‘s best interest to award cus—
Commission agreed.
tody of the I—year—old girl and 13—
ment in South Africa.
The city pension fund and two
City Comptroller Liz Holtzman, year—old boy to their father. Names
other groups with stock in Cracker an investment adviser to New York of the mother and father are not be—
Barrel sued the SEC.
retirement system, called Wood‘s rul— ing published to protect the children.
The mother had primary custody
Judge Wood ruled Oct. 15 that the ing "a victory against all kinds of dis—
of the children since the couple‘s 1988
SEC may not allow companies to crimination."

Lesbian lifestyle was not accepted in
the area, and that the children would
be harmed by having to live with their
mother.
The mother testified that her ex—
husband was unfit because he had a
driving—while—intoxicated conviction
and a record of writing bad checks.
She also said the father would never
be awarded custody in a normal case.
Crabtree‘s ruling is consistent with
the state Supreme Court precedent for
same—sex custody established in a
1987 case.
Ms. Cochran previously said the
mother in the 1987 case had a history
of mental illness, which made that
case different.

Singer Recalls
Heartbreak Of
AIDS Death
NASHVILLE,Tenn. —Country
starKathyMatteasaystheheartbreak
offoundoutthataformerboyfriendhad
AIDS was dramatized when she
diedofthe
disease.
Mattea,honorarychairperson
ofa
walk
Oct.
10
to
raise
funds
to
fight
AIDS,
saidthrough
she found
out heronfriendher
had
died
a
message
answering
machine left by someone
she"Hecouldn‘teventell
didn‘tknow.
me(hehad
thedisease).And
i
t
broke
my heart,"
MatteatoldTheTennesseaninanin—
terview.
Shedidnotsaywhenthemandied.
She
identified
him only as Michael
fromMattea
LosAngeles.
andkicked
Nashville
MayorPhil
Bredesen
off
the
second
annual
"From
All
Walks
of
Life"
pledge
walk.
Proceeds
benefitted
Nashville
and the Commu—
nityAlthough
AIDSCARES
Partnership.
proceedstoarestill
being
calculated
according
a
spokesper—
son
at CARES, organizers are hop—
ingtosurpassthe$206,000raisedlast
year.Themoneyraisedwillhelppro—
videawidevariety
ofsocialforservices
and
educational
programs
those
with
AIDS
and
HIV,
their
families,
andlovedones.
Despitethe
temperatureclimbing
only
as
high
as
thepartmid—50‘s,
over
4500
walkers
took
in
the
event
—up
3000 over
last year. The walkat
culminated
in
a
post—walkconcert
Riverfront Park and a celebration at
theConnection
Complex

”Memphis Magazine Breaks

City—Wide Healing Service
Fills Calvary Episcopal
By Gary Salles
And Jesus came down from the
mountain . . . whereupon he met a man
suffering the ravages ofleprosy. The
man said, Lord, ifit be your will you
can make me whole again. Jesus
touched the man and he was at once
healed. —Mait 8:1—5 (paraphrased)
This parable that begins the eighth
chapter of Matthew was how Jesus
taught his ragtag group of fishermen
the true meaning of the famous Ser—
mon on the Mount. They were lack—
ing in education and even

Expert:

understanding of much of the
Master‘s philosophy. Jesus probably
wondered how he could show his fol—
lowers the way they were called by
God to live.
z
According to Rev. Dr. Alfred D.
Hill, pastor of Pilgrim Rest Baptist
Church, the idea of a Jewish Rabbi
intentionally touching a leper was
about as unlikely as finding a Black —
Baptist preacher such as himself in the
pulpit of a white Anglican church, .
such as the historic downtown Cal—
vary Episcopal where he was.
continued on page 21
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divorce. The father sought custody
after his ex—wife filed last May for a
license to marry another woman. The
county clerk denied the license appli—
cation after county prosecutors said
the clerk did not have to grant it.
Crabtree‘s ruling also requires the
mother to pay $380 monthly for child
support. The father had been paying
child support.
Xollie Duncan, an attorney ap—
pointed by the court to represent the
children, recommended during the
trial that the father get custody.
"It was the correct decision," said
Bob Scott, the father‘s attorney. Scott
said he did not want to comment fur—
ther.
The ruling was the result ofa three—
day trial in September.
At the trial, Scott argued that a

Hey Mon,
Jamaica‘s No
Place for
Gays

Story on Abuse of Sailor
working.
He had been reported to the NCIS
If ever there was a grueling night— by three crewmen who, according to
marish story of witch—hunts and tor— Collins, had seen him standing in a
ture by naval investigators, Kenneth room alone one day shortly after a
Collins has it to tell. Memphis $12,000 reward had been posted for
Magazine‘s October cover story, "A information leading to the arrest and
Sailor‘s Story" written by Tim conviction of the arsonist.
Collins says he was there because
Sampson details the events that led
Collins from a happy, fulfilled Navy the room he was supposed to be work—
petty officer living in the Newport ing in next door was locked. He was
News, Va. area to a broken, at times, tohave inspected the work of a pre—
suicidal young man of 25 years liv— vious crewman but the combination
ing in a rented farmhouse in West for the door hadn‘t worked.
The men who saw him there asked
Tennessee.
Collin‘s story began last year on him what he was doing. He told them
May 30th when two Naval Criminal he was "skating," a term used for
Investigative Service (NCIS) agents hanging out for a few minutes to
arrived at the door of his Norfolk area smoke a cigarette or take a break.
apartment he shared with his then— They took his name down from his
lover Bill Holland. The agents, An— name tag and turned him in to the
thony Suchy and James M. Coady, NCIS for looking suspicious.
According to Sampson‘s article,
told him he was a suspect in an inves—
tigation and was being takenin for the agents interrogated Collins for
. about six hours and told him they
questioning.
The NCIS accused him of setting knew that he had set the fires and he
26 arson fires aboard the USS Enter— might as well confess.
"They told me they had me on vid—
prise, a ship on which he had been
continued on page 24
By Mike Morgan
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1st Ever
Gay Comedy
Special

Local and National
News, Gossip,
Reviews and More:
/
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Th Memories
was to make the loop from Poplar down
by Vincent Astor
Main to Union and backup Second. Once,
I was going to write another Heritage twice at most. According to Paul, there was
article this month. I had every intention, af— a lot of "live and let live" in public places
ter a fascinating interview with Paul but GaysandLesbianswere stillvulnerable.
Kennedy in October, to publish some old If you go down to the Police Museum on
stories, dish some old dirt and talk about Beale, youmaysee recordbooks ofbygone
"the way we were." Tonight, I think it will dayswith the names and crimes listed. Sev—
eral have the word "fruit" beside them.
go better here.
§
A lot of people may wonder what in the It didn‘tget really bad until afterthewar.
new head ofthe Vice Squad took a great
world I enjoy about frequenting small, Ainterest
inthe doingsofGays and Lesbians.
homey non—flashyplaceslikethe Hut. I con—
one never left
tinue to say that these are the last outpost of According to many people,
it
$51
"the way we were." They are far from be— the house without the would take to
ing as spacious as the main room at Reflec— get out ofjail. The vice squad would show
tions, as high tech and slick as Amnesia, or up at mixed bars like the Oasis (where the
as well kept as the Pipeline. The nostalgia Radisson is now) and pick out individuals
arbitrarily—no accusation, noproof, no
comes from the fact thateverybody seems just
to know one another; camping and carry— complaint. Sometimesthey didn‘teventake
ing on abounds; the Gays and non—Gays all everyone at the table. And there was no al—
\
getalongand don‘tintimidate oroffendone ternative but to go.
It
got
to
the
point
where
the
major
Gay/
another. I can also see in their faces the tale
ofthe years, now relaxed butstill full ofthe Lesbian watering holes were dingy, dark, |
places ownedby non—Gay people.The
memories of the less—than—pleasant times. ugly
(even
I heard fromPaul that during the Second demandwasgreatandlittletolerance
World War, there were a number of places feigned) could increase business by a sig—
amount. Sharon Wray used the
where Gay and Lesbian people could be nificant
word
"tolerated"
where Gay and
foundin downtown Memphis. Bill Kendall
Lesbianpeoplewere
allowedto
come."And
once told me that all it took to find a trick

Thanks For

j

folks would drive to the other side of West

did Danny Moon (Lady Rae). Dennis Belski

Memphis or to Munford to avoid harass—

(Melina) and others. Paul Kennedy caught

ment.

the keys tossed to him George Wilson and

— There was a very popular dance in those
days, the Couple Shuffle. A sentry was

arranged for the lawyer and bail the night
George‘s was raided.

§

posted at the door of the bar. If there was

We have always had friends who were

any notion that the law was approaching and

not of ourselves, who are more family that

at a signal, the dancers would swap to op—

blood kin. Buddy Dwyer defended them.

posite sex partners. Just like that. Automatic.

Mary Brown ran off the Tiller brothers from

At the Psych—Out, it even went so far as
the clearing and hiding of the dance floor.

Frank‘s Shobar when they came out on a

Everyone grabbed a table or chair (even, no

Turn up for the jazz combo at Amnesia.

doubt, in time to the music) and by the time

Study the Christian Scriptures at Holy Trin—

the law arrived the empty space where

ity. Take in a video at the Community Cen—

people had danced 56 seconds earlier had

ter. Attend a leather club function at the

disappeared.

Pipeline. See a drag show at WKRB. Go to

Arbitrariness was the byword and any

a party at the Lambda Center. Take your

accusation was investigated. One local Les—

best partner and square dance at a Baptist

bian, with a good job, fine home, swimming

church. Buy a crystal at Meristem. Read this

pool, good reputation, had the police called

newspaper.

5

on her (ostensibly because of the loudness

And buy that other—side—of—middle—age

of the music). The police interrupted a

old fart a beer (particulary if you are at the

penny—ante poker game and arrested the

Hut.) Things weren‘t always even this good

entire houseful. Payton Robertson tells me

and we have lots more to do. We and our

this wouldn‘t have happened except for the

friends.. To whomever or however you do

suspicion of Lesbianism.

it, give thanks. And don‘t give up .

f

Bill Goodman went to jail in drag. So

_

bashing spree.

Happy Thanksgiving.
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Testimony Ends In

Amendment 2 Trial
"I don‘t anticipate ruling from the
By Carl Hilliard
bench," he said.
Associated Press Writer
Final witnessesended 6 1/2 days
of the trial challenging the constitu—
DENVER (AP) — Testimony in tionality
of the anti—Gay rights mea—
a trial challenging the constitutional— sure, endorsed
last
ity ofAmendment 2 finished Oct. 20 November. A long bylist ofvoters
witnesses,
and final arguments were heard Oct. many of them lawyers or scholars
21 without adecision by DenverDis— political science or philosophy, testi—in
trict Judge Jeffrey Bayless.

(2901) 2722853
#52 S. Cooper
Unusual Houseplants,
Potted Herbs,
z
Exceptional Herbal Gifts,
7Days a Week
Art
New fall plants

fied for both sides.
Leadoff witness was Patricia and developed a sensitivity training
Amendment 2 bars any state or Romero, personnel director in the program about Gays and Lesbians.
local law protecting the rights of Gays, Dept. of Education since mid—August. She testified that training ended with
Lesbians and bisexuals. The trial was Before that, she was in the Dept. of the passage of Amendment 2.
sought by a coalition of six individu— Institution‘s personnel department
als and the cities of Boulder, Denver
and Aspen on the grounds it violates
Gay Marine Sergeant Gets
Gays‘ constitutional rights.
The state attorney general‘s office
argued that voters were within their
rights to deny that protection, that
CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C. (AP) —
sexual orientation should not be a
basis for protection, and that cities Marine Sgt. Justin Elzie received
should not have the power to enact orders Oct. 20 to return to the ac—
tive duty job he lost temporarily
local protective ordinances.
Bayless blocked the measure from after announcing he is Gay.
Elzie said his first day back at
taking effect last Jan. 15, saying the
case on its constitutionality should be work "was really good. The com—
mand was really good. They were
heard.
E
Dr. Robert T. George of Princeton really good about it. The section
University, a scholar on civil liberties that I‘m going to is in the same
and law and a member of the U.S. — ‘building and people were just really
Commission on Civil Rights, said good about it. There were no nega—
Amendment 2 contains no prohibition tive comments. I‘m just ecstatic.
" ... People were like, ‘Great to
of sexual conduct. The measure was
~
have
you back and lets get the job
in determining whether
there is to be a protected class status, done. That‘s what we Marines are
here for."
he said.
Elzie received a supply admin—
The political process is "an appro—
priate one for making those moral de— istration job "that fits his rank and
cisions," but "disputes about its training," Maj. Mark Hughes said.
meaning will have to be resolved in His previous job as a supply clerk
the courtroom and not in the ballot was filled by someone else while he
was on standby reserve.
box," George testified.
Elzie, 31, is the first service
George also said he believes "Sex
member
to take advantage of a re—
— outside of marriage is morally wrong.
Contraception is morally wrong." cent ruling by a federal judge that
And he conceded that during a depo— banned discrimination agamst Gays
sition in the case that he said "Colo— in the military.= ——
He announced his homosexualrado would be ‘better ‘off to
dischargedin""
ity.Jan.
29, the same day President
discriminate agamsflpeople whoare: —
homosexual or Lesbian." But George Clinton said he planned to lift tin: ‘August, 1992 after announcinghe —
said that is his own moral position. > militarys ban on Gays. At that time, was Gay on national television.
"Somebody asked me today if I
get kicked out again am I ever go—
ing to regret it. I said no. I‘m glad
about what I did and I‘m really glad
to be back to work," Elzie said.
Last July, President Clinton said
he would institute a "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell, don‘t pursue" policy that
would discourage investigations of
Gay men and Lesbians and let them
serve if they kept their sexual ori—
entation secret.
Lanny Breuer, a Washington,
D.C., attorney who represents Elzie,
said the issue will eventually be re—
solved in the Supreme Court.
"I am confident that ultimately
our view will prevail and the ban
will be struck down as unconstitu—
tional," Breuer said. "Everybody
has a guarantee under the constitu—
tion to equal protection under the
law."
Meanwhile, there was specula—
tion that Judge Hatter‘s ruling could
also affect the case of Capt. Luther
Turner, a C—130 pilot at Pope Air
Force Base who was dismissed
from the Air Force after being con— —
victed of committing sodomy with
a Gay civilian.
"The Air Force prosecuted the
Turner case in complete disregard
of the Hatter decision," said Mark
Waple, a Fayetteville attorney who
represents Turner.
Waple plans to cite the Hatter de—
cision when he appeals Turner‘s
case to the federal courts.

~Back—To—Work Orders
Clinton
implemented
an interim
_
policy
which
placed
troops
who
declaredstatus.their homosexuality
onhaveInreserve
March,
a panel
of officersthatat
Camp
Lejeune
recommended
Elzie
beremoved
discharged,fromandactive
on Sept.duty1
heandwasplaced
on reserve
status.by U.S.
But
a
Sept.
30
ruling
District
Judge TerryanyHatter
Jr. of
LosAngelesbanned
policythat
discriminates
against
GaysCircuit
in the
military.
And
the
9th
U.S.
Court
ofdespite
Appealsa Defense
left his Dept.
rulingre—in
place,
questElziethatsaidit beheoverturned.
did not toknow
how
long
he
will
be
allowed
continue
working.
The Hatter‘s
Defenseruling
Department
could
appeal
toover—
the
Supreme
Court,
which
could
turnHatter‘s
it. ruling came inthe case
ofwhoKeith
Meinhold,
a Gay sailor
filed
a
lawsuit
challenging
the
constitutionality
of
the
military‘s
ban
on Gays.
Meinhold,
a sonarnearin—
structor
at
a
naval
air
station
San Francisco, was
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tural
factors
and "clearly
it is innotthea ofdispute,"Greensaid.
JackWysoky,
an assistant
attorney
choice,"
according
to
a
witness
general,
attempted
to
undermine
constitutional
trial
of
Colorado‘s
anti—
Green‘s
GayDr.rightsamendment.
itystudiesshowingpeoplecanchangetheir
studies.testimony
He saidabout
therehomosexual—
are as many
Judd
Marmor,pastpresidentof
thealsoAmerican
PsychiatricAssociation,
orientation as there are studies
testified Oct. 12isnotamentaldis—
in District Court sexual
assertingotherwise.
that
homosexuality
AIDSthatexpert
Dr. Marcus2 takes
Conant,ef—
ease
and has not been1973.
classified as a — warned
ifAmendment
psychicdisordersince
t wouldforcesomeGaysbackinto
ColoradoGaysopposedtoAmend—
. fect,i
thecloset,andwillnot
helpin medical
ment
2
argue
that
they
have
a
distinc—
attackson
the
disease.
tivetraitthatsetsthemofffromtherest
"I can‘t think ofany public health
ofsocietyandthereforedeserveheight—
agendathatwillbeadvancedifAmend—
ened
protection
from
discrimination
isenacted,"said
Conant,
aSan
now
accorded to racial and religious ment2
Francisco
physician
who
has
treated
minorities.
patients.
When asked2, Marmor
about thesaidpassage
of morethan5,000AIDS
Conanttestifiedaboutdiscrimination
Amendment
anyone
have faced,
societal
animos—
who
votedforit exhibitedhomophobic Gays
itymedicaltreatmento
toward
Gays that
has
interfered
with
attitudestoagreaterorlesserdegree.
f
t
hedisease,andthat
"He
might
be
a
homophobe,
or
he
doctors still refuse to treat HIV— _
might
just be ignorant of the conse— many
positiveindividuals.
quencesofwhathewasdoing,"Marmor
Conantsaidifprotectionagainstdis— —
said.Dr. Richard Green, a professor of criminationisdeniedinColorado,"You
willcontinuetodrivethediseaseunder—
psychiatry
atthe
UniversityofCalifor—
ground, ratherthan dealingwith it."
niamostMedical
School,
also
testified
that
Gaysarebornthat way.
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Former Mayor Wants Chief

Judge Refuses To Remove Child

Muzzled On Gay Issue

From Gay Foster Home
BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) —
A mother trying to regain custody
of her 3—year—old son has lost an—
other attempt to remove him from
his Gay foster parents.
Whatcom County Superior
Court Judge Steven Mura on Oct. 7
ruled the boy should remain with his
current foster parents while his
mother, Megan Lucas, continues
her legal fight. Lucas wanted her
son moved back to a Whatcom
County foster home.
Mura‘s decision was based on
minimizing the number of moves
the boy would face, lawyers in the
case said.
"I think this is a real sad thing,"
Richard Kimberly, Lucas‘ lawyer,
said of the ruling, which was issued
at a closed—door hearing.
"The child has been up here for
months in a home with a mother and
father and siblings, and now he‘s
down there with a homosexual
couple," Kimberly said.
Lucas, who has said she does not
want her son raised by homosexu—
als, has asked the court to let her
reverse her decision to relinquish
parental rights to her son. A trial on
that request was scheduled for No—
vember.

New Homes « Classic Homes
Buyer and Seller Representation
&

She surrendered her parental rights
on Sept. 8, 1992, and moved to re—
voke that surrender on Sept. 9 of this
year — one day too late under state
law. _
§
State officials say Lucas voluntar—
ily gave up parental rights to her son
last year after she was investigated for
child neglect.
Lucas, 22, of Orcas Island, con—
tends she was coerced into the deci—
sion by state officials. She also
contends she was promised her son
would be placed with a heterosexual
couple.
The state placed the boy with Ross
and Louis Lopton of Seattle, who are
state—licensed foster parents, on Sept.
22 after a Whatcom County court
commissioner approved the move
over Lucas‘ objections. Mura‘s rul—
ing came on a bid by Lucas for re—
consideration of the earlier decision.
The Loptons hope to adopt the
child, though Wagner has said the
state will not begin adoption proceed—
ings until Lucas‘ concerns are re—
solved.
"The court commented on the fact
that Lucas‘ case has been getting a lot
of publicity as some kind of homo—
sexual adoption issue," said Dale T.
Wagner, the assistant state attorney

general who represented the state at
the proceeding.
"But this case is about whether
DSHS coerced this mother into giv—
ing up her child, and that is the only
issue," he said.
f
Lucas went to court after learning
the boy was being placed with the Gay
couple, but says she had decided pre—
viously she wanted her son back.
"They think I‘m homophobic or
a bigot, but I‘m not," Lucas has
said, though she also has said adop—
tion of her son by homosexuals was
"my worst nightmare come true."
The case has triggered debate
about the DSHS policy of approv—
ing Gays for foster parenting and
adoption.
&
Lucas, an unmarried teen—ager
when her son was born, is now mar—
ried. She and her husband, Wade,
have a 18—month—old daughter.
Her legal fight is supported by
the Rutherford Institute of
Charlottesville, Va., which offers
legal assistance to those who be—
lieve their religious freedoms are
threatened.
Several people signed affidavits
last week contending Lucas had a
seven—month Lesbian affair in 1991.
She has denied the allegation.

o

lic.
"It is unfortunate the opponents
of the anti—discrimination ordinance
do not share my confidence in the
citizens of Lewiston to make in—
formed decisions, but rather seek to
limit public discussion solely for
political reasons," said Gilbert.
A leader of the pro—ordinance
Equal Protection Lewiston de—
fended Gilbert‘s activities, saying
he is "an important authority on dis—
crimination in this community" and
that voters have a right to hear what
he says.
"It is disappointing that the op—
ponents of the ordinance don‘t want
the facts to come out, and are seek—
ing to silence Chief Gilbert instead
of engaging in a thoughtful debate
on the issue," said EPL‘s Ray
Robichaud.
City voters will decide whether
to repeal an ordinance passed by the
city council in January that bans dis—
crimination on the basis of sexual
orientation in housing, employ—
ment, credit and public accommo—
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LEWISTON, Maine (AP) — A
former mayor demanded Oct. 13
that police Chief Laurent F. Gilbert
Sr. be muzzled in the city‘s Gay
rights referendum campaign, saying
his activities intimidate voters.
The chief, who opposes a move
to repeal the anti—discrimination
law, said he has already agreed to
not work on the campaign on city
time, but that he "most definitely"
will do so on his own time.
Former Mayor Lillian Caron—
O‘Brien made her demands as the
campaign continues on the Nov. 2
repeal referendum.
Caron—O‘ Brien, a leader of a pro—
repeal group called Lewiston Citi—
zens Opposed to the Special
Treatment of Homosexuals,
charged that Gilbert‘s actions on
behalf of the campaign to preserve
the ordinance intimidates voters and
violates the city code. She also ac—
cused him of malfeasance.
"How long will it be before he
stops protecting the safety of those
who dare to disagree with his po—
litical stance?" said Caron—O‘Brien,
who was mayor from 1976 to 1980.
"Lewiston is America, not Gestapo
Germany."
Caron—O‘Brien demanded that
City Council act immediately "to
make sure our citizens are not in—
timidated or inhibited by the actions
_of the chief to vote exactly as they
wish to on Nov. 2."
City Administrator Robert J.
— Mulready said he, not the council,
has authority over employees‘ con—
duct in Maine‘s second—largest city.
Mulready added that he issued a
memo Oct. 7 to department heads
ordering them and their employees
"to keep out of any and all political
activities while on duty and not to
be involved in any lobbying what—
soever, either pro or con, on the
anti—discrimination ordinance." The
letter cites city charter restrictions
on political activity.
§
The letter was sent a day after
Gilbert joined other law—enforce—
ment officials, including Maine At—
torney General Michael E.
Carpenter, in a news conference
urging voters to reject a proposal to
repeal Lewiston‘s ordinance.
Gilbert said anti—discrimination
laws are needed in the face of grow—
ing violence across Maine against
Gays and those perceived to be.
Mulready, who said he subse—
quently met with Gilbert on an un—
disclosed "personnel matter," said
the chief "will not be participating
(in the Gay rights campaign) on city
time ... between now and the elec—
tion."
Mulready stressed that Gilbert
had not been disciplined for his ac—
tivities.
Gilbert said his critics had not
questioned what he has said about
the ordinance, and that he believes
top police officials have a duty to
share information about law—en—
forcement issues affecting the pub—
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City Of Austin Signs Up
Domestic ‘Partners‘
AUSTIN (AP) — A dozen couples
signed up on the first day of a new
program under which the City of Aus—
tin will offer the unmarried partners
of city employees spousal benefits.
The City Council adopted a policy
in September offering the benefits be—
ginning Jan. 1 if employees can prove
they have a domestic partner.
&

Jan Wesson, a city firefighter, and
Norma Scogin, an attorney, registered
their seven—year relationship at the
Travis County clerk‘s office by sign—
ing the domestic partnership affida—
vit.
"If Norma decided to go into pri—
vate practice at some point and didn‘t
have coverage, she could obtain in—

surance on my plan," said Ms.
Wesson. "If she got sick, then I would
be able to take time off legally, and
that‘s important."
Local Gay and Lesbian leaders
said they plan to use the partnership
registry to approach employers state—
wide about providing spousal benefits
for unmarried couples of the same or
opposite gender.
_
"If we didn‘t have a registry, we
wouldn‘t have a legally recognized
definition of domestic partners and
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couldn‘t have proceeded to the next California do.
step," said Dianne Hardy—Garcia, co—
Several private companies in Aus—
chairwoman of the Austin Lesbian tin, such as Apple Computer Inc. and
and Gay Political Caucus. "The City Lotus Development Corp., offer such
of Austin is an example of what can
benefits.
be."
Under the Austin policy, about 470
Texas recognizes common—law of the city‘s more than 10,000 em—
marriages. Heterosexual couples can ployees are expected to register do—
sign common—law affidavits as legal
mestic partners, said Galloway Beck
proof of their relationships, said Ron of the city‘s human resources depart—
Dusek, spokesman for the state attor— ment.
The policy is expected to cost the
ney general‘s office.
The domestic partnership affida— city $704,963 in medical payments
vit is not recognized by the state, the first year. It makes partners and
Dusek said.
children in their household eligible for
"What a domestic partnership is the same benefits as employees‘
hasn‘t been determined," Dusek said. spouses: health insurance and the use
"We won‘t know until someone tries of sick and personal leave.
to use it in some fashion other than
Partners also will be considered
for getting health insurance for Aus— spouses under provisions of a new
federal law requiring employers to
tin city employees."
Several Texas cities provide spou— offer 12 weeks of unpaid leave for
sal benefits to unmarried, hetero— childbirth, adoption or care of an ill
sexual employees in common—law child or spouse.
Beck said city officials approached
marriages.
Similar benefits are not and won‘t Travis County Clerk Dana
be made available to Gay and Les— DeBeauvoir about establishing a do—
bian couples based on Austin‘s new mestic partnership registry, and she
agreed.
policy, some said.
"We do not extend benefits to
Couples pay $9 to file the affida—
same—sex partners in domestic part— vit and must swear that they are over
nerships, and the degree to which a 18, unrelated and unmarried. Both
policy body might be influenced by partners must have been single for the
the action of another is questionable," past six months unless the spouse
said Susan Bulla, director of risk man— died.
If the relationship ends, they must
agement in Fort Worth.
No other Texas cities have a file a dissolution affidavit notifying
policy like Austin‘s, although Atlanta, the employer or insurance company
Seattle and several cities in within 31 days, Ms. DeBeauvoir said.
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~ BALTIMORE (AP) — Roger
Tritapoe and the former Lesbian he
married last month are among a grow—
ing number of Gays who say they
have gone straight.
s
The Tritapoes are the product of
the religious ex—Gay movement,
which sprang up 20 years ago when
the American Psychiatric Association
removed homosexuality from its list
of disorders.
Leaders of the ex—Gay movement
insist all homosexuals can change
their desires or at least their behavior.
They believe God‘s plan calls for
male—female unions only, and any—
thing else is sexuality gone awry.
"I had a partner who was commit—
ted to me for the rest of my life prob—
ably, but I was still empty," says Shari
. Tritapoe, who once was married to a
woman and encouraged her partner
to have a sex change operation. "I was
so unhappy."
What she needed and found was
Jesus Christ and heterosexuality, Mrs.
Tritapoe said.
"Roger and I have committed our—
selves to God," she says. "We‘ve
thanked him for making us male and
female. We believe if a person will
continually do that, God will give
them an increasing appreciation of
their heterosexuality."
Exodus International, the largest of
several religious organizations, started
in the mid—1970s. It has grown to 100
chapters in more than 30 states and
several countries. In the Baltimore—
Washington area, some1,500people

have gone through one of four Exo—
dus chapters in the last decade.
APA members who believe homo—
sexuality is treatable have formed
NARTH, the National Association for
the Research and Therapy of Homo—
sexuality.
=
"As psychotherapists, a number of
us support the right of people who
desire change to seek and receive
treatment," NARTH psychologist
Joseph Nicolosi said.
The debate escalated this year,
when an American Psychiatric Asso—
ciation committee argued that treat—
ing homosexuality as a disorder is
abusiveand should be banned asun—
ethical, says Greg Philips, an APA
spokesman.
Many Gays agree.
"I know people are committing
suicide, because they‘re wanting to
love Jesus but getting the message that
(being) Gay is such an evil thing,"said
Joel Payne, a Gay man living in Cali—
fornia.
Yet self—described former Gays
defend the movement as their lifeline.
David, a 23—year—old member of a
Washington ex—Gay group, said he
was a sex addict who slept twice a
week with strangers.
But the Rev. Joseph Totten—Reid,
pastor of Baltimore‘s Metropolitan
Community Church said no one he
knows has been cured of homosexu—
ality.
"God would not create people with
aberrant sexuality," he insists. "My
God is not that sick."

Report:

NY Health Dept.

Investigating Sex Clubs
NEW YORK (AP) — The city
Health Dept. is threatening to close
several clubs where customers al—
legedly have illegal sex that could
spread the AIDS virus, according to
a published report.
City inspectors have visited five
clubs recently, and others have been
issued letters of warning, New York
Newsday reported.
The city also is considering le—
gal action to shut down some clubs,
Mark Barnes, the department‘s as—
sociate health commissioner, told
Newsday.
s
Sources familiar with the inves—
tigation told the newspaper that the
targeted Manhattan clubs include
Le Trapeze, a club for heterosexual
couples; Prism, a Gay club; and
Paddles at Zone DK, a sadomasoch—
ism club that boasts a "dungeon."
The Earle Theatre in Jackson
Heights, Queens, also was investi—
gated.
Under a 1985 state law designed
to slow the spread of the HIV virus
that causes AIDS, anal and oral sex
is illegal in commercial establish—
ments.
:
Earlier this year, the Health
Dept. issued guidelines that rein—
forced that law and also asked clubs .

to hire monitors to discourage ille—
gal sex.
But, according to Newsday, sex—
club owners have complained that
city officials‘ efforts to work with
them to promote safe sex have de—
teriorated.
"The attitude was not one of dia—
logue," Aldo Hernandez, the man—
ager of a Gay Manhattan disco
called Meat, told the paper.
Ronald Johnson, the city ‘s coor—
dinator for AIDS policy, said health
officials want to promote voluntary
compliance and have offered sex—
club employees training about HIV
transmission.
City health officials estimate that
the city has at least 50 clubs, bath
houses, movie theaters and book—
stores with places for public sex. No
records exist showing how many
have posted monitors, Newsday
said.
In August, the Health Dept. is—
sued letters of warning to some
clubs about which it had received
complaints of unsafe sex.
Inspectors found "varying levels
of compliance" on followup visits
to five clubs, Steven Matthews, a
Health Department spokesman, told
Newsday.
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‘Justices Reject Appeal Of
~Gay CIA Employee

ss

WASHINGTON (AP) — The lower courts for review of consti—
Supreme Court on Oct. 7: turned tutional claims.
away an appeal by a CIA employee
The CIA said it fired Doe be— —
who was fired after admitting he hid cause he intentionally hid his ho—
his homosexuality from the agency. mosexual activity for more than five
The court, without comment, re— years although he knew it was a se—
jected his argument that lower court curity concern. His refusal to name
rulings in his case leave the CIA and his sex partners might make him
other executive branch agencies susceptible to threats to expose their
free to discriminate against Gay em— identities, the CIA contended.
ployees.
%
A federal judge ruled that Doe
The man, identified in court was fired improperly, but the U.S.
records only as John Doe, has been Court of Appeals for the District of
on paid administrative leave for the Columbia Circuit reversed that rul—
past eight years.
ing.
He joined the CIA as a clerk—typ—
There is no evidence the CIA has
ist in 1973 and was promoted to an a blanket policy against employing
undercover position in 1980.
homosexuals, the appeals court
His lawyers said Doe engaged in said, adding that Doe was fired be—
homosexual activity starting in cause of the individual circum—
1976 and voluntarily told a CIA stances of his case.
official in January 1982 that he was
In the appeal acted on Oct. 12,
a homosexual. He was placed on ad— Doe‘s lawyers said that regardless
ministrative leave the following of whether the CIA bans all Gay
month, and was fired that May.
employees, it still views homosexu—
Doe challenged his firing, say— als as a greater security risk than
ing he was denied equal protection heterosexuals. Heterosexual em—
and due process. He said his family ployees are not asked to name their
and friends knew he was Gay, and sex partners, his lawyers noted.
thus he could not be blackmailed
Justice Department lawyers said
about his homosexuality.
the CIA does not ban all Gay em—
A federal judge ordered Doe re— ployees, and that Doe was fired be—
instated in 1985, and he has re— cause of security concerns raised by
mained on paid administrative leave his specific conduct.
f
iced
since then.
The Supreme Court ruled in
1988 that Doe could not challenge
his firing under federal law. But the
justices returned his case to the °},
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Man In Drag
Says ‘Ptui‘ To
Council _
OKLAHOMA
CITYin(AP)
—A
bearded
man dressed
women‘s
clothes says he‘ll try to speakto the
Oklahoma
meets next. City Council when it
The man, who identified
himself
as "Pearl,"appeared
atthecouncil‘s

meeting
carrying
a placard
with
the Oct.
single12word,
"Ptui."
He said
was his anprotest
of a
council
voteitrejecting
ordinance
banning
Gays and discrimination
Lesbians. against
"I‘ptui‘
cametoheretheirto rejection
let them know
I
say
of
the
proposal,"saidPearl,
whoperforms
in drag as Pollyanna Peters.
protection.
only
me,"Ibutneedjob
the disabled
and theNotaged."
The council recently refused to

consider
a human
rights ordinance
that
would
have
banned
discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation,
age, family status and disability.
Pearlsaid
he lostajob
and resi—by
dence
based
on
discrimination
peoplewho
unfairly assumedthings
about his lifestyle.
He left the meeting before ad—
dressing
the council, but said he
plans to return.

Little Rock Gays Rally For
Coming—Out Day
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Gays and
Lesbians say "coming out of the
closet" helps both homosexuals and
heterosexuals.
About 40 peoplerallied the week—
end before National Coming Out Day,
Oct. 11, at the Old State House to give
testimonials and publicize the event.
Ted Holder, chairman of the state
Gay and Lesbian Task Force, said
participants were "celebrating this day
of coming out so that people can tell
someone about themselves without
feeling ashamed of who they are."
The group maintains that disclos—
ing one‘s homosexuality helps reduce
homophobia and prejudice against
ae +»
Y

®

®

Gays and creates better relationships
among people.
"Build upon thefoundation of hon—
esty," said Shana Saunders, the task
force vice chairwoman. "I‘m not an—
gry or hostile about who I am. It‘s
okayto say I‘m queer and to be on
the steps of the Old State House say—
ing that."
James Thweatt of Little Rock used
his testimonial to proclaimhis discon—
tent with what he called America‘s
"religious right" and with opponents
of abortion.
"The religious right hates us for
loving members of the same sex. Yet
they deny children a good and loving
gto
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home simply because it‘s a same—sex
household," he said.
Thweatt noted the case of a Les—
bian from Bentonville, who last week
lost custody of her two children in —
Benton County Chancery Court "sim—
ply because ofher sexual orientation."
He added, "The religious right _
and a government run by middle—aged
white men has no business in my bed—
room or in your uterus. I‘m here, and
I‘m queer and I‘m pro—choice; and the
religious right had better get used to it."
Gay Group Puts
Ads On 50

Phoenix Buses
PHOENIX (AP) — A Gay rights
advocacy group placed advertise—
ments on 50 city buses to increase
visibility and promote equality, the
Is group said.
The advertisements read "Liberty
[
and Justice for All — Your Neigh—
bors, The Lesbian and Gay Public
Awareness Project" and weretimed
tocoincidewith NationalComingOut
Day, Oct. 11.
Theads ran allofOctoberandcost
$1,750, saidTom Reardon, aspokes—
man forTransportation Displays Inc.,
which is responsible for advertising
# on city buses.
Visibility counters negative stereo—
typesandreducesdiscrimination,cam—
paign coordinator Max Cambell said.
"We think that it is important to
make the public more aware of this
anti—Gay bias, andwe hope this cam—
> paigninspirespeopletojoinusinour.
fightagainstdiscrimination," hesaid.
Transit System officials haven‘t
heard any commentsabout the adver—
aR tisements, Reardon said.
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Colorado Springs Woman
Says ‘Coming Out‘ Has
Led To Positive Change
COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. "I feel so much stronger as a per—
(AP)— Ithasbeen nearly a yearsince son, so much more whole, because
Patricia Hewitt stood on a stage in a I‘m out."
Colorado Springs church and ripped Gay activists across the nation
a paperbag from her face as she pub— chose Oct. 11 for the culmination of
licly announced she is Lesbian.
acampaign to urge all Gays and Les—
Hewitt — a 46—year—old software bians to openlydeclare their sexual
specialist with Digital Equipment orientation.Theysay mostAmericans
Corp. — says her life is more open, wouldput away stereotypesabout ho—
honestandproductive.Shesaidnearly mosexuality and support equal rights
everything that has happened to her forGaysifthey realizedsomeonethey
since coming out — in front of an: know is Gay.
audience that included reporters and Coming out to friends and family
photographers — has beenpositive. will help the Gay community fight
"Coming out is a gradual process. anti—Gay rights initiatives like
First you come out to yourself; then Colorado‘s Amendment 2, political
to people who are close to you and activists say.
your family; then, more publicly. — "The closet used to be our best
ComingOutDay isan opportunity for shield, but now it‘s the most severe
people to think about where they are weapon aimed against us," said
in that process, and if it‘s the right Hewitt‘s partnerof22 years, Cynthia
time, to go further with it," Hewitt Bee.
said.
LAPD Steps Up Efforts To
Recruit Gay/Les Officers
LOS ANGELES (AP) — When____ Kurt Cooper, who is openly Gay,
last year‘s riots erupted, Officer Lisa showed up at the session and said he
Phillips and her partner braved the was considering becoming a police
rocksand bottles thrown by a mob to officer.
rescue a motorist under attack.
"I‘m sure I‘d be nervous at first,
For theofficers‘ courage in reach— but Ithink I would have a lot ofback—
ingtheunconscious woman andcar—|— ing andsupport, andI think I could
rying her to safety, they received the | help people a lot," said Cooper, 21.
policedepartmentshighest honor: the | Lorri L. Jean, the center‘s execu—
Medal ofValor.
tivedirector, calledtherecruitmentef—
These days Phillips, 34, is being | fort "an historic event... a significant
commended for another act — her — signal to Lesbians and Gay men"that
openness about being a Lesbian. _| the Police Department is changing.
On National ComingOut Day, she | In —1988, Officer Mitchell
helped launch a stepped—up effort by | Grobeson resignedfrom theforce and
the police force to recruit other Les— | filed a lawsuit alleging he was ha—
bians and Gays.
rassed because he was Gay.
Phillipssaid aGay officergave her The suit was settled in February,
"thecourageto comeout." Sincethen, and Grobeson rejoined the force in
she said, she has received "very few July, asserting attitudes at the depart—
negative comments."
; ment had changed for the bettersince
"When I‘ve heard them, Ive tried Chief Willie L. Williams replaced
to educate," Phillips said at a news Daryl F. Gates. Gates had been resis—
conference at the Los Angeles Gay tant to the active recruitment ofGays.
and Lesbian Community Services
Center.
Councilman Joel Wachs said
Phillips‘ bravery during theriots
proved "Gay and Lesbian officers of .
the LAPD are second to none."
The Police Department is count—
ing on leaders who are Gay, such as
Phillips, to help dispel any remaining —
prejudice.
"The department wants to reflect |
the diversity ofthis city," said Cmdr.
Dan Watson, head of personnel for |
the LAPD and Phillips‘ supervisor.
"We want to be sure we are open—
ing thedoorsto all groupsofpeople,"
he said.
Watson, who was at an LAPD re— >
cruiting session Oc. 11 at the Holly—
wood—based center, said it was time
to go beyond the department‘s initial
© efforts to recruit Gays and Lesbians.
Those effortsconsisted mostly ofuni—
formed officers,handing out materi—
als at community events.

Reporter Recounts His Friend‘s
Death From AIDS
, By Jim H opkifie absurdity of some fears lingers. A

[gland of Danny‘s contemplated visiting us in
Boise last summer and asked if she should
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — I don‘t remember bring her own plates and silverware. This is a
exactly when I started listing the names, but I bright, intelligent woman —a teacher whoac—
do remember where: during a lonely lunch at knowledged she was embarrassed about her
discomfort. I don‘t blame her. AIDS scares
the Rodeway Inn.
erROUP J/0 ACHON
Danny‘s brother, Greg, was the first. Then me, too.
Back when I still thought we‘d dodged the _
Harriet, his friend from childhood. His best
buddy, Gary, came next. And the others — 20 bullet, I told Danny about my dream. We were
old men sitting on a sun—splashed porch, sur—
or 25 in all.
I suppose it really began months before, the rounded by boys and girls. We were telling
day Danny startled me by asking: "Who will them about a disease called AIDS and what it
was like to live with the fear, how we cel—
you call first when I die?"
I didn‘t have a ready answer, so that day early ebrated the day a cure was reported, how lucky
in September 1992, I borrowed paper and a . they were to have escaped.
Everything changed in May 1990 when we
ballpoint pen from the waitress and began writ—
ing. I tucked the list in my wallet, carried it ev— were tested in Little Rock for the AIDS virus.
Mine came back negative, his positive. Danny
erywhere I went from then on.
When Daniel Travis Bryant died in Boise was immediately put on AZT, the then—experi—
on a painfully sunny morning, Oct. 12, 1992, mental drug that seemed to slow the disease‘s
he was 37 years old and 2,000 miles from home. progress. But within a year, he was hospital—
Hewas half—blind, bedridden and weighed 108 ized with suspected histoplasmosis, a some—
pounds — just a skull for a head, pale body so times fatal lung infection.
By summer 1991, as the newspaper I
withered I could wrap my fingers around his
worked for reeled into a financial black hole,
upper arms.
He entered the record books that morning, Danny went on a brutal regimen of IVtreat—
becoming, I believe, the 90th person in Idaho ments at home. He lost weight and his cus—
to die of complications related to AIDS, the dis— tomers fled as rumors about his health wound
ease he‘d fought for 2 1/2 years. This is Danny‘s their way through Little Rock.
It was a painful decision that fall to move
story. It"s aboutpeople with AIDS in Boise and
3096 Prone Nurmers
thefear they face every day. It‘s about relation— to Boise after theArkansas Gazette shut down.
§
ships that weather tragedy, about promises made We didn‘t know anyone here, and what little
family Danny had was in Little Rock. It
and kept.
1+966—7451556
We‘d met six years before, on June 28, 1986, seemed cruel to take him so far from home,
in a bar at Little Rock, Ark., famous for attract— knowing that where we landed would be the
;
;
ing the city‘s high and low hfe I was 29, living place he‘d eventually die. ButBoise had much | [— _______
PATRONIZE GAY BUSINESS e APE SAN RAFAEL CA » 18+YEARS
and working in tiny Pine Bluff, just south of the to offer: a good job for me at this newspaper,
_ state capital, but spent weekends in the more beautiful surroundings and a sense of spiri—
tual well—being that I hoped would energize
lively big city.
sible, buying the best Boise had to offer: a
Danny. couldn‘t drive anymore.
Danny owned a beauty salon in a neighbor— both of us.
He started saying he wouldn‘t live past Christ— $3,000 beauty fit for an emperor.
We settled into a southeast Boise home just
hood that caters to a sliver of Little Rock‘s up—
He loved it, even if he only slept in it for a
per crust. He loved history, pop music, mutt dogs a few minutes‘ walk from the Boise River. mas, insisting Dr. Coffman shared that opinion. I
and black—and—white reruns of TheAndy Griffith Danny found a wonderful doctor, Tom refused to believe him, couldn‘t imagine it pos— couple of weeks. Soon, he became too sick to —
Show. TV would become his constant compan— Coffman, and our fears about adequate health sible, and held to my belief he had another three climb in and out. _
We signed on to a hospice program oper—
care eased.
years.
ion at the depths of his illness.
I was still expecting him to live another
I realize now I‘d kept advancing those three ated by Mountain States Tumor Institute, al—
Danny was as fascinated with my Ivy
League, Yankee New England upbringing as I three years, and when I left for work every years with each month he lived. I‘d given him though we thought it was overkill. I still believed
day, I hoped he‘d venture outside, find volun— three years when he first learned he was HIV— he had until at least year‘s end.
was with his Arkansas roots.
On Sept. 17, we made what would be the
teer
work, make friends.
positive. Two years later, I was still holding to
He‘d had a difficult childhood and in his mid—
last trip to the doctor. Danny sat in a wheelchair
But he never did. As Danny‘s illness ad— three more.
teens he abused drugs, gradually working up a
In fact, I couldn‘t even speak about AIDS with in one of Coffman‘s examining rooms. I held
mean addiction to Dilaudid, a prescription pain— vanced and his weight dropped, he became in—
creasingly
self—conscious
about
his
appearance
Danny,
about the fact he was dying. I was con— his hand. We hardly spoke.
killer that street users shoot up for $90 a pop. :
Coffman, who hadn‘t seen us in weeks,
Although he‘d shaken his habit when we met, | afraid people in a city with only modest AIDS vinced that to acknowledge it was bad luck, that
breezed
in, and I saw his face crumble as he
it
would
make
him
die.
Just
as
I‘m
now
convinced
experience
would
mistreat
him.
So
he
stayed
i knew there was a danger he‘d relapse. But I |.
asked how Danny was doing. Danny cracked a
was terribly fond of him and in those days, none | home, accompanied by our aging cocker span— that not talking was the worst thing to do.
In early September a friend visiting from Ar— smile and gave him an A—OK sign. Then
of us thought we were long for the world. You iel, Benson. Our phone bills soared as he
grabbed what life handed you and held tight. burned up the lines back to friends in Little kansas asked how I could stand it all. Mike‘s trip Coffman clasped his shoulder and said, "No, —
Rock.
.
:
coincided with an especially grueling weekend. you‘re not."
There weren‘t any guarantees.
I finally asked the question.
The
newspaper
business
is
demanding,
re—
Danny was vomiting constantly and had lost 10
"You promise to take care of me if anything
"I don‘t think he has six months," Coffman
quiring long hours, and being new on the job I pounds overnight, taking his weight down to 112
happens?" he once asked.
replied. "Maybe three. It‘s hard to say."
I knew what he meant. "Yes," I said. "I will." was reluctant to tell my employer about and draining his color to a porcelain white.
Within days we‘d have a hospital bed at the
"You just do it," I told Mike. "You don‘t real—
In the summer of 1981, a wild—eyed friend Danny. I wasn‘t sure how he‘d react, felt I
house, a wheelchair, an oxygen pump and a full—
in San Francisco called me at my Rhode Island couldn‘t risk the chance — no matter how ize what you can do until you have to."
That weekend was really the beginning of the time nurse‘s aide for when I was at work. Danny
home to say he‘d discovered purplish bruises slight — of losing my job. I‘d become our sole
on the soles of his feet and was scared he‘d support when Danny and I lost our jobs — his end, the point when I understood how close Danny wouldn‘t die in the hospital, I realized; we‘d
was to death. We hugged on each other late one simply brought the hospital home. His bills were
caught what he called the "Gay cancer." Later, to illness, mine to the recession.
Until the day he died, we lived a very iso— night, sobbing. I held him gently; he was so thin now running $300 a day.
it had a name: Acquired Immune Deficiency
I finally confided in my boss, realizing I
lated life.
— the smallest pressure was uncomfortable.
Syndrome.
might
soon have to take a leave of absence. He
Things
weren‘t
going
well
by
early
sum—
"I
miss
you
already,"
Danny
whispered
in
the
We didn‘t know what caused it, and the ru—
mors were discounted as fast as they flew: a mer. Danny learned he had CMV retinitis, a dark. "I haven‘t died yet and I miss you already." was very kind, surprised — perhaps even dis—
It took a failed blood transfusion to convince appointed I‘d waited so long.
recreational drug called poppers, traumatic sex, viral infection that can lead to blindness. He
There‘s no immediate concern about my
hanging out in certain bars, merely touching an began a new round of IV therapy at home that him he wanted to die at home. Until then, he ar—
cost $225 a day and required that a thin plas— gued for the hospital, saying he thought I‘d feel leaving, I told him. "He‘s got at least three
infected person.
My parents worried. My mother left news— tic tube called a pick line be implanted in his more comfortable in our house afterward if he months."
I was wrong.
paper clippings on the steps leading to my apart— right arm. Wearing rubber gloves and a paper didn‘t die there. But a night in the hospital changed
Danny had been taking Percocet painkillers
ment in their Providence home. One story face mask to protect him from germs, I‘d all that.
Danny would die in the sleigh bed he‘d al— almost all summer. By late September, he
suggesteda danger in riding subways, of touch— change his dressing every other day. Increas—
ingly too weak to walk and losing his eyesight, ways dreamed of and I set out to make that pos—
ing the standing poles and handles.
continued on page 11
The Idaho Statesman
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ona T! Does Poplar
By RonaT! Barett
Goodies"collectionsare
now featur—
ingsomeofmyfavoritesongs!
Discoof
Hello
boyfriends
and
girlfriends.
still
lives
in
the
hearts
and
minds
_ month
Yes indeed,
you read
correctly
last allrealqueens(girl,isn‘tthatpitiful?).
"thequeen
ofall
glamourand
Fortunately
;
grease,
Rona
T!
Barett,
has
returned
Rona
T!
is
not
oncemoretothecityonthebluff.The
alone.
And
weto
overwhelmingly
warm
response
is
have
a
place
deeply
appreciated.
3 dance
to Donna
Summer,
the
Forall
you
divas,the
folksoverat
Amnesia
are
making
big
changes.
Village
People,
etc.,
on Thurs—at
Frank
& David
arelotsoflights!
spending mucho
dineroon
lots
and
And
days
ofcourse,
there‘sthe
new D.J.I under—
Craig Amnesia‘s
70‘s —
Disco
Madness
from
Biloxi,
MS.
Although
Nights. Eventhe
__
stand
the down,
last twoI‘mbarssureCraig
workeda prices
atclosed
i
t
wasjust
are
the
AmberStarr
way
they
were,
quirkDetermined
offate (twice?).
Good
luck!
BeerBust!
Otherbigthings
tonowextendhastheira Friday
clien— witha$1
tele,
Amnesia
are
happening
there,
but we‘llOn have
eveningHappyHourfrom5:00—9:00
more
on
that
next
month.
withI
the
dirt!
Do
you
remember
the
p.m.featuring
aliveJazzcombo,Hot
Joe,
in the Gallery Bar. In additionto Love
Lucyworking
episodeinwhere
she andof
HappyHourprices,thereisalsoabuf—
Ethel
were
the
kitchen
fetcredible
with horsnewsd‘ouvres.
And theNOin— acandyfactory?Well
mysourcestell
is...there‘s
methatAmberStarrand
KellyGreen
tried
to
restage
that
scene
recently
COVER
CHARGE!
using
mace
spray
and
curling
irons.
Speaking
of
the
Gallery
Bar
at
Amnesia,
check
out
the
bartender
Whatascene!
Kelly,dah—ling,there‘s
no need to getso twistedIfyou
over some—
DianeherRushen
(akaconcoction
Lady Di) —The
as she oneelse‘sgoodfortune.
really
tries
latest
hope
to
win
Miss
Gay
Memphis
and
Snappy
Snatch—
on
customer
Curt
Simmons.
Ipromisednottorevealthe
hit
thePageantCircuit,
poise
and
pa—
tienceworktogetherwithtalentmuch
secret
recipe,
but
let‘s
just
say
I
wouldn‘t
be surprised
to seeupformer
better
thanthere‘s
energyonlyandroomattitude!
NYC
mayor
Koch
showing
to
do
Beside‘s
in this
townforoneREALbitch!
Andyou‘re
a commercial.
don‘t know
but I can—
her.
notI believe
the about
K—Telyou"Oldies
But reading
And Amberdear,sorry
they dis‘d
When

you
at Misson Gay
BlackSportswear,
America!
Congrats
winning
though.
Bytheway,all
you DQwannabes
MissThisand
MissThat,
theMemphis,
Mother
ofAll pageants, MissGay
has been re—

. queens
many doesdragit
take 1stto fillprizea
pyramid?
Is
a
$1,000
enough?
What abouta tripto the Ba—
hamas?
‘Nuffsaid.
InmyrecentinterviewwithDavid
DaPonte,
hemoresaidglamorous
he believed
drag
used
tobe
and
have
agreater
but todayJoan,turnPhil,on
theGeraldo,
TV andmystique,
Sally,
Oprah,
and nowonevenmostMontel
Will—of
iams,
haveDQ‘s
any
day
theyouweek.
Well David,
justwithwaitMiss‘til
see
what‘s
coming
Memphis.
Sashaying down Poplar we come
totheeverpopularPipeline(RonaTs
favoriteSundayafternoonhangout—
incognito of course). Fortunately
DougtheBartendertakeshisside—job
asfashion
policevery
seriously, oth—
erwise
Iwould
haveneverknownthe
secret to Miss Carroll T‘s incredible

time‘s running short

sexy
look wasButCarroll,isi
washing hert truethat
hair in
mayonnaise!
you
paidwiththeallcover
at Amnesia
one
night
pennies.
How
clever,
girl!And I hopeyouwereableto make
it to Doug‘s
goingMissawayThing.
party!I thinkDo
come
back
soon
it‘sso sexy
theway
youmustache
chew onwhenthe
bottom
half
of
your
you‘re
pissed.Leather Studs and those
All
right
who
lovethem, Novemberis
Leather
MonthatPipeline.Happy
Hourprices
everyweeknight,
night,toanyone
in leather. SundayallNov.
28,theBeer

Bust
is FREEI love
to anyone
inleather!
FULL
LEATHER.
men
in
MaybeI‘llfinallyfind
mycaptain.Oh
well,
i
t
will
be
fun
looking,
anyway.
That‘s
about
i
t
for
now
kids.
Next
month
Ill
be
butching
i
t
up
and
go—
ing
under
cover
into
the
fascinating
world
of Lesbians
and their friends.
(Ijust
hope
I
don‘tmissthebackdoor
ofP&HWKRB
againI didandlastwindmonth.)
up in theTo
Cafe
like
borrow
a phrase
from
Dorothyany—"I
knew
we
weren‘t
in
Kansas
more."Sweet!
Well,astheCable Ladysays,
"Be

llntroducing a new feature in TJN — Whatever Happened To...
This month‘s picture from Rona‘s vault was in black and white (that should
give you a clue to how long ago this was taken!) and features three of
Memphis‘ hottest female impersonators of their time. See if you can: 1)
Identify the three beauties, 2) Guess WHERE this picture was taken, and
3) Name the special occasion at which it was taken. (Clue #2). The grand
prize winner, first to correctly answer all three questions, wins a evening of
dining, dancin‘ and romancin‘ with TIN‘s own Queen of Grease and Glamour
— Rona T! Barett. (TIN staffers & steady tricks not eligible.)

and so

is your money.

.

.

Discover financial freedom
with Funds for Life.
We‘re here to help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can have your money now
when you really need it.
Together we can realize your dreams of better
quality health care and more fulfilling
experiences oflife.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.
#m

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ¥ SUITE 220 ¥ ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 A (800) 456—8799 A& FAX: (404) 518—9663
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Reporter
continuedfrom page 9
switched to liquid morphine, a couple
of CC‘s squirted into a glass of orange
juice twice daily. And he all but stopped
eating— a spoonful or two ofcereal in
the morning, a bite of egg at night. That
was it.
I‘d leave for work about 9:30 when
his aide arrived and wouldn‘t return until
8 or so at night. I‘d always thought that
in the final weeks I‘d take a leave from
my job, but by then work became a vi—
tal distraction.
More and more, Danny wasslipping
into a drugged semiconsciousness col—
ored only by hallucinations. He believed
friends were there who weren‘t, smoked
cigarettes that didn‘t exist, drank from
glasses only he could see.
Nights were long. His hospital bed
was separated from mine by two night
tables that held his medicines, an ash—
tray and a brass handbell he could ring
in the night to wake me up. Once, I woke
to find him gesturing wildly at a box of
Kleenex that he‘d accidentally set on
fire. I forbade him to smoke except when
I was awake. Consequently, I wasawake
most of the time.
Slowly, he lost the ability to talk.
He‘d speak in a slurred whisper, his
mouth distorted by weight loss and
morphine, sometimes using pantomime
to explain that heneeded water or help
with his urinal.
I sat by his bed one day and held his
hand, crying. I‘d been struggling to
change his diapers, exhausting the two
of us. "I‘m sorry I‘m not any good at
this," I said, pressing his hand to my
cheek.
}
"That‘s OK," he whispered. "You

couldn‘t do any more."
On Oct. 8, a hospice team visited the
house to make sure we had all the equip—
ment needed for Danny‘s comfort.
"We‘re surprised he‘s still alive," the
nurse told me later that afternoon in a
telephone call at work. "He‘ll probably
die within the next couple of days."
Danny and I had agreed there would
be no heroics, no extraordinary mea—
sures to keep him going. And that was
part of the deal I made with hospice;
when the time came, I wasn‘t to call 911.
Thad to wait until I thought he wasdead,
then call the nurse.
a
From work, I called my parents in
Rhode Island. "I can‘t talk about this
anymore right now," my mother said
halfway through. "I‘m going to startcry—
ing."
Then I called Alice Farquhar—Mayes,
an Episcopal priest Danny had spoken
with a couple times on the phone, but
never met.
"Can you come tonight?" I asked
Alice, not knowing whether he‘d even
speak with her. I thought he ought to
have the chance while he was still semi—
lucid.
Later, at 9 p.m., I wept when she
stepped into the house. We spent an hour
talking about Danny; it was important
that she know as much as possible about
him before they met.
We crept into the bedroom, where
light from a small bedside lamp and a
burning candle played across Danny‘s
sunken cheeks, the rails of his chest.
Alice sat on one side, leaning forward; I
was on the other in his wheelchair.
He was able to understand shewasa
priest and to know she was offering him
the sacrament for the sick, which he
declined. Then we held hands and Alice
recited a prayer I barely.recall. His death

felt close.
I was prepared for him to die when I
wasn‘t around — maybe while I was at
work, although I‘d mapped a quick route
home that involved running 10 red
lights, my horn blaring.
I figured Sunday would be our last
day together. I was going to work Mon—
day because staying at home seemed
useless, so I vowed to make it the best
day possible. I played his favorite mu—
sic; he could barely see, but I hoped fa—
miliar sounds would take him to a better
place. And I held his hand, stroked his
forehead and told him over and over
how much I loved him.
Several times he spoke of people

Begin

who weren‘t there. And then he said:
"Let‘s go. It‘s time to go home."
"OK," I said. "Let‘s go. We‘ll go
now."
About midnight, I glanced through
the window above his bed. "Oh, Danny,
I wish you could see the moon."
It was enormous — a harvest moon
hanging low over the Boise Foothills, a
long finger ofa cloud gliding past on an
otherwise clear, cool night. I went out—
side for a better look, feeling more tired
than ever.
And then I gave in. "Laveme," I said
to Danny‘s mother, dead since 1976, "he
doesn‘t need to live any longer. You‘ve
got to come and get him."

Eight hours later, Danny died in his
sleep.
We buried him the following Friday
in the churchyard of Trinity Episcopal
Cathedral in Little Rock. I poured his
cremated remains from a blue—and—
white porcelain ginger jar into a hole
carved in the ground below an ivy cov—
ered brick wall. There were about 100
folks there— all friends, many ofthem
people I‘d called only days before us—
ing the dog—eared list scribbled out at
the Rodeway Inn.
¢
Here‘s what I told them: Danny
didn‘t fear dying as much as he feared
being forgotten. And I promised I
wouldn‘t forget.

STUDIOS
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Sensitively Capturing the Gay Lifestyle on Film for 20 years.
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Gary Salles

counting.

Even so, we often take things for granted. Or forget. But, at least once a year, we remember to give
thanks, and count our many blessings. We start to take inventory, and are sometimes surprised by the
number of things we‘ve forgotten. Don‘t be ashamed, we‘re only human.
Give your conscience a break. Take a moment to give thanks. Our forgiving God will always be there
to listen. And when you thank Him — often — you won‘t need a calculator.
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Mention this add for $20 Off any Framed Portrait (8 x 10 or larger)

Remember receiving gifts when we were young? Our parents would inquire "what do you say?"
We‘d fidget. And feel a little guilty. Finally we‘d say "thank you". And eventually, we learned the
appropriate time to show our gratitude.

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
2323 MONROE AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
901/726—9443

Studios

WORSHIP SERVICES:
SUNDAYS 9:00 A.M., 11:00 A.M. & 7:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY BIBLE STUDY: 7:00 P.M.
PASTOR — REV. ETHAN PRUETT

901—454—5812

BWMT Elections Held

Switchboard

Black and White Men Together—
Memphis, is on the go with a new at—
titude and new officers at the helm of
the eleven—year—old organization. The
September elections proved tobe a
wonderful opportunity to cement old
friendships, galvanize the spirit of
many local supporters andexperience
the excitement of BWMT once again.
The leadership of Oliver Morgan and
David Alexander as co—chairs will
move the organizations forward for
the next year.
So many Memphians still have
never sat and communicated with a
person of another race on an equal,
non—threatening level. too many still
don‘t even care to. BWMT members
learn to respect and understand cul—
tural differences. Quiche can be quite
a delicacy, but so can chitlins or
menudo. It is great to appreciate
Beethoven, but Prince is just as tal—
ented and enjoyable to many. If you
are willing to share each other‘s cul—
tural background, you will greatly
increase the things you like to do.
Morgan says, "BWMT uses edu—
cational, political, social, and cultural
activities as a means of dealing with
racism, sexism, homophobia, and
other inequities in our communities

Training Set for

i

and in our lives. We learn to under—
stand each other by talking to each
other. We write our political leaders
and we attend marches and meetings
around the country. We experience
each other‘s culture together such as
touring the National Civil Rights
Museum and the Napoleon exhibit as
a group. Our social activities range
from bowling together to dinner at a
nice restaurant, or throwing a
barbeque or brunch. Recent group
discussion have ranged from the Ho—
locaust to dealing with our neighbors
to Kwanzza. Quite a bit ofthe BWMT
experience is educational. The orga—
nization is not a sex club or a haven
for interracial lovers."
Alexander adds, "BWMT—Mem—
phis is part of a national organization
with thirty—two chapters. The excite—
ment of local events, the Black/white
challenge of Memphis, and the
knowledge that people of all colors
can come together in Gay brother/sis—
terhood and make BWMT a force that
will be potent for many years to come.
We encourage anyone to come out to
our events and feel the excitement in
the air, and to join us as a member or
a friend."
—Submitted by BWMT

Meetings will be held at the Mem—

Blsexuals come om
by John Prowett
— The first meeting of a group of
Bisexual
men,
women
&
transgendered persons was held on
Wednesday, Oct. 13 at the home of
John Prowett. Five people attended
and a lot was accomplished. The name
of the support group is Memphis Bi—
sexual Alliance and its business ad—
dress is 1517 court, Apt. 14, Memphis
38104—2402.

Community Center News

Nov. 8
‘Volunteers wanting to become
operators for the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Switchboard are urged to at—
tend a training session Monday, Nov.
8, at 7:00. The session is part of the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity Center‘s Lavendar University.
_ Switchboard operators should be
comfortable with being Gay or Les—
bian, reasonably knowledgeable
about the community, and willing to
provide "soft—shoulder" counseling
for people having problem with com—
ing out.
"On occasion, we get people who
are upset and need to talk things
through, but our function is not to give
hard advice, but be someone to talk
to," said Allen Cook, Director of the
Switchboard.
Exhaustive community resources
are given to each Switchboard opera—
tor, including referrals to professional
counselors, doctors, lawyers, local
organizations, and the Crisis Center.
There is no fee for the training and
operators will be askedto work at least
two nights (or days) per month.
For more information, call Allen
Cook at 454—1411.
bian community, becoming part ofthe

phlS Gay and Lesbian Community

‘94 Pride Week Committee and

Center at 4:00 pm on the second Sat—

events, and being involved in the Na—
tional Bisexual Conference in New
York.
The group is also planning a news—
letter and is exchanging information
with other bisexual publications.
Contact John Prowett at 1517

urday of every month beginning Nov.
13.
Goals include providing social ac—
tivities, support, and political action
and joining forces with other bisexual
groups throughout the U.S.
Besides socials and mixers, the
group is planning education discus—
sion groups, interviews on talk shows

Memphis Gay & Lesbian

Court, Apt. #4 or at the Memphis Gay/
Lesbian Community Center (leave a

and radio call—in shows, getting more

message if no one is there) for more
information, application for member—

involved with the Memphis Gay/Les—

ship or newsletter information.

The Community Center is having
lots of great activities in November.

tourists with information about Gay
Memphis, helps people coming to
terms with their sexuality, tells folks
about what‘s happening at the bars or
who is at the latest Meristem reading.
We need volunteers, and Switch
Board Training will be held Nov. 8

HIV Testing
Free HIV testing returns to the
MGLCC on Nov. 3 and 17 from 5—
7pm. The testing is free and confi—
dential, but by appointment only. from 7—I9pm.
Make an appointment by calling 576—
7714. Think what it means to you to
Lavender University
be able to take the test in a Gay—posi— .
The Lavender University classes
tive atmosphere. The tests will con— are going strong. Those in Novem—
tinue every month only if there is a _ ber include "Sewing" will be meet—
demand.
ing every Tuesday from
($20
New Groups
for 4 sessions); "Healthy Relation—
There are two new groups begin— ships" on Saturdays from 12—1pm ($5/
ning this month. TheBisexual Sup— session); "Profiles in Courage: Homo—
port Group will hold its first meeting sexuals in History" on Nov (call 320—
Nov. 13 at 7pm. The Women‘s Dis— 9015, $5/); and "Buying Your First
cussion Group will begin meeting Home" on Nov. 20 from 10:30am—
Nov. 13 at 7:30pm. For more infor— 3pm ($5).
mation about the Women‘s group, call
Theresa at 755—5764. These groups
Youth Group
can‘t be successful without you.
The Youth Group meets every
Gay Pride
Help plan next year‘s Gay Pride
March and other related events. Be a
part of the committee that makes it
happen. All talents are needed, espe—
cially publicity and fund raising. Let‘s
make the 25th anniversary of Stone—
wall known loudly and proudly in
Memphis! The Pride Committee
meets Nov. 6 at 2pm.
§

Tuesday at 7pm. The Coming Out
Group meets every other Monday
night at 7pm. the TV/TS group will
meet Nov, 27 at 1pm. Prime Timers,
a group for Gay and bi men 45 and
older, will meet Nov. 27 at 7pm. The
Book Discussion Group‘s book for
December is Borrowed Time: AnAids
Memoir by Paul Monette, and will
meet Monday, Dec. 6 at 7pm. The
potluck dinner will be Nov. 20 at 7pm
($3 with dish, $5 without).

G&L Switchboard
—The Gay Switchboard is a service
provided by the MGLCC for
everyone‘s benefit. It‘s run every
night from 7:30—11pm and provides

As you can see, there is a lot go—
ing on at the MGLCC, something for
everyone. We hope to see you there.
—Submitted by MGLCC

LIFE RESOURCE
CORP. OF ARK.
"LIVING BENEFITS"

For additional information or an application, write or call:

Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center
1486 Madison Ave Memphis TN 38104, 726—5790 Mailing Address: P.O. Box 41074, Memphis, TN 38174
LAVENDER UNIVERSITY COURSE

Gil Gilbreath
P.O. Box 1058
Forrest City, AR 72335
(501) 633—0554

LIST

NOVEMBER 1993
Buying Your First House

Sat. Nov. 20, 10:30 am—3 pm » Instructor: Russell Armstrong 525—3044 Fee: $20
Profiles in Courage: Homosexuals in History
Call Instuctor for dates & times. » Instructor: Vincent Astor 320-9015

NOTICE:
Deadline for December TJN

Healthy Relationships

November 15

Sat. Nov. 6, 13, 20, 12—1 pm » Instuctor: Rev. Beth Causey 278—9554

Publication Date: November 26

Learning to Sew (Don‘t Let That Needie Scare You):

Mail or Fax News Releases, letters
calendar items, or contributions to:
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 « Memphis, TN 38111—0485
Phone (901) 454—1411 « FAX: (901) 367—2397

Tuesdaysin November 7—9 pm « Instructor: Bill Johns Fee: $20 for 4 sessions
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard Training
Monday, Nov 8, 7—8:30 pm~ Instructor: Allen Cook» Free
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AIDS Awarenes Group
Sticks Condoms On Trees

_

PcChalyrDsearib.coniuRaCtinhcstihhcAaesarpgdroocMwbiclaDetsoim.noarlfeodrsoAkefIptDthiS—e
pscloan"idn.Aoa"hmbToghuisetetntopourmostbimegalrhetlomcffomoinsredtnonh"metsc,votamhs—et
mta.hjeiA6rietg5y—somfaimrletinomtehtltaercgoem(.p2"l.a6i—ni,nfcbhu)
wjUunisdteasdcmoStnandtyeosm,mbeusntacMvocamiDploalbnlaienldthstatiedt
i to tight.

For Condoms, Size Matters, Study Says
By Randi Hutter Epstein
Associated Press Writer

NASHUA, NH. (AP) — While ment workers who were hired with
trees elsewhere in the state were a grant from the U.S. Centers for
LONDON (AP) — When it
dropping leaves, some in Nashua Disease Control in Atlanta.
comes to safe sex, size does seem
The new program strives to
were sprouting condoms.
to matter.
The condoms were inside pack— reach individuals who remained
A British survey has found that
ets containing information about untouched by previous AIDS edu— almost one in five men complain
AIDS testing, and were placed on cation efforts, which relied more
that condoms are too tight. And too
trees in Greeley Park by the city‘s on mass media approaches,
tight condoms — paradoxically —
Weihrauch said.
Community Health Department.
tend to slide off, said researcher Dr.
The outreach workers seek out
Some residents were offended.
Stuart J. Tovey.
"Some lady came in and said ~ drug addicts and people engaging
The findings suggest that
there were condoms all over the in high—risk, anonymous sex,
condoms should be made in a va—
trees in Greeley Park," said Frank Weihrauch said. They then try to
riety of sizes, Tovey said. In many
Dorsey, head of the Park and Rec— educate them, one by one, she said.
countries, only one—size—fits—all
"They are doing what they need
reation Department.
versions are available.
Dorsey had a parks worker col— to do to help stop spreading infec—
The study is published in the
lect the condoms. Health officials tion in the city," she said.
Oct. 16 issue of The British Medi—
City officials had learned that dis—
apologized, but said their inten—
cal Journal.
~—carded needles and condoms had —
tions were good.
Of 281 men surveyed at a Lon—
"Our commitment is to try to been found in Greeley Park,
don clinic, 19% said condoms
keep this epidemic under control," Weihrauch said.
were too snug. Of those complain—
The cards attached to the
said Lynn Weihrauch, the city‘s
ing, three—quarters said condoms
public health nurse. "We‘re not out condoms give the address and phone
slipped off frequently and two—
to offend anybody. We may make number ofthe city health department,
thirds said condoms ripped.
mistakes along the way, but our in— where AIDS testing is offered. The
"The assumption is that because
cards and condoms were visible on
tentions are for the best."
you can blow up a condom and put
She said the tactic won‘t be re— at least a dozen trees in the park Oct.
it on your head at a party, it ought
11 afternoon. Many of the condoms
peated.
to be big enough," Tovey said.
The condoms were placed in had been removed, with some wrap—
But "when you get the condom
the park by two new health depart— pers left on the ground.

out of the packet it‘s rolled up as a
tight rubber ring that won‘t stretch
at all."
If a condom is too tight to roll
all the way on easily, the ring can
enter the man‘s partner and be
rolled off during intercourse,
Tovey said.
Also, when men have difficul—
ties putting on condoms, they
"usually put their fingers, two from
each hand, inside the ring and try
to drag it over," Tovey said. As
they do that, the condom splits.
British standards specify
condoms be from 50 to 54 milli—
meters (1.97 to 2.13 inches) wide.
The World Health Organization
recommends condoms be from 49
and 53 millimeters (1.93 to 2.09
inches) wide.
f
Those guidelines discourage
manufacturers from designing ex—
‘tra—wide styles, Tovey said.
"My guess is that the most com—
fortable condom is going to be a
very loose condom," he said.
"People are worried that a very
loose condom would come off, but
I think there must be ways to get
around that."
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—
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Map Not to Scale — Not All Streets Shown

111 North Claybrook
(901) 726—4767
Home of Wings

"Your Car is Safe in Our Hands"

S & R Body Works

H ig h I a n d

Newborn

Walls

& All

Wallpaper Remover Specialists~
~~—~__ Painting & Wall Prep

2052 Clifton
Memphis, TN 38127
(901) 353—4604

Randy & Andy

Sandy George, Owner

Comeplay Shuffleboard with Sheba
4
NIKITA‘S BAR AND GRILL
2117 PEABODY AVE. « MEMPHIS, TN 38104
Owner
Shirley Ward
(901) 272—1700

857°Ss. cooper
—279—2853
Unusual Houseplants,
Exceptional Herbal Gifts,
Potted Herbs, Cacti,
Soaps, Vinegars, Essential Oils,
Annuals & Perrenials,
Dried Herbs, etc., ~etc.,etc
1A

Preferred Rates
Auto
Homeowners
Business
Insuring in the
Gay/Lesbian
Community .
For 18 Years
DUIs & SR—22s
Filed Immediately
Tom Webh
Owner
(901) 682—2170
4646 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38117

/

Decadence Manor

J.L. Douglas — Owner —

'

He
at Pie
sar" 10 6

2027 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN38104

UE PIPELINE
&

LEVI LEATHER BAR
HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
1382 Poplar

5” o pree
f

;

Memphis, TN 38104
PH: (901) 726—5263
November is Leather Month

LQJETWETX
Jerry Moffit — Owner

November 1993
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Discussion Group,
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| + First Annual Monster Ball
| Costume Contest, Amnesia
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+ Coming Out
+ Leather
Men‘s Chorus,
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Mig., St. John‘s
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«Free HIV testing
|at MGLCC,
5—7 pm, Set up

Tuesday
Monday
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» Integrity Brd.
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|
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WEEKLY EVENTS
Sunday
* Holy Trinity Community
Church, Worship Services,
9 & 11am, 7 pm
« ACT—UP Mtg., Meristem, 5:30
pm, (Except 3rd Sun. Call
722—5456 for location.)
Monday
« Gay &Lesbian Support Grp,
MSU Counseling Unit, 3:45—
5:15 pm, Call Dr. Altekruse
678—2068
—
+ Gay Alternative Hour, WEVL
89.9, 6—7 pm
Tuesday
* Sewing Class, MGLCC, 7 pm,
Call 272—7700
§
+ Gay Teen Support Group,
MGLCC, 7—8:30 pm, Call
Gerry Wright 388—6110
* Southern Country Dance
Lessons , Reflections, 8 pm
Wednesday
* Bible Study, Holy Trinity
Community Church, 7:30 pm |

Thursday
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares,
Prescott Memorial Bapt.,
7 pm
&
+ BGALA, University Center 3rd
floor, MSU , 7 pm
Friday
» Brothers & Sisters Bowling
League, Park Lanes, 7 pm,
Call Tony 272—3875
* Video Night, MGLCC, 7 pm
« Southern Country Dance
Lessons, Reflections, 9 pm
Saturday
« Talk Show Sat., MGLCC, 4—6
pm, Call 726—5790
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Gay—Bashing Conflicts With Jamaica‘s
Laid—Back Image
By David Beard
Associated Press Writer
KINGSTON, Jamaica (AP) — In
front of wall murals preaching toler—
ance and black pride, Percival
Cordwell proudly recounts how he
helped drive two men from his
shantytown because he thought they
were Gay.
The two were lying side by side
on a beach four blocks away, in their
swimsuits, when a neighborhood man
screamed, "Batty boys!" —Jamaican
slang for Gays and Lesbians.
Cordweli joined a stick—waving mob
moving in on the two men.
"These guys ran for their lives.
Everybody wanted to get a lick,"
Cordwell, 47, a soccer coach for teen—
agers, recalls.
Despite the laid—back, anything—
goes image propagated by tourist
boards, Gays and Gay—bashers here
agree on perhaps only one point: Ja—
— maica is the most hostile island toward
Gays in the Caribbean.
Gays do visit Jamaica but gener—
ally stick to smaller resorts or guest
houses away from main tourism ar—
eas. Gay tourists are told not to hold
hands in hotel restaurants or outside
resorts for fear of attacks.
&
The anti—Gay sentiment has be—
come known worldwide through the
increasing popularity of Jamaican
"dancehall," a rap—reggae music hy—
brid that often has raunchy or violent
themes.
In slums like Cordwell‘s rough
Southside neighborhood, the music
has long been popular, as has Gay—
bashing. No homosexuals live here
and none ever will, he declares.
Cordwell, his long dreadlocks
tucked under a multicolored knit cap,
said he maintains the integrity of his
soccer teams by never picking a
player from outside the neighborhood.
You never know, he says.
Beside him, a half—dozen members
of a neighborhood gang, the
Superstuds, agree, competing to de—
scribe the violence they would admin—
ister if they found Gays or Lesbians. .
Examples of Jamaica‘s hostile at—
titudes toward Gays abound: —
—An attempt. to toughen
Jamaica‘s rape law stalled last March
because critics contended that allow—
ing prosecution for the rape of one
man by another would implicitly give
legal acknowledgement to sex be—
tween two consenting adult men. An
outpouring of angry public com—
plaints forced the government to put
aside the proposed amendment.
—Victims ofGay—bashing seek no
justice from policemen, some of
whom state publicly that they are
likely to do some bashing themselves.
—Reggae rappers often depend on
Gay—bashing themes to stir up con—
cert—goers, as was done in August‘s
Sunsplash music festival. The theme
of Buju Banton‘s international hit
~ "Boom Boom Bye" — kill homo—
sexuals — has provoked criticism in
the United States, but little in Jamaica.

—A radio broadcast last June
about rumors that Gays planned a
rally prompted scores of youths armed
with axes, knives and chains to con—
verge on Nelson Mandela Park in
Kingston, the rumored site. No rally
took place.
"They were testing the strength of
the Jamaican people," one bare—
chested Superstud gang member, 30—
year—old Errol Sanders, says of the
Gay activists behind the reported
rally. "We were going to murder
them."
The tough talk comes as no sur—
prise to Larry Chang, a restaurant
owner and property manager who is
one of the few Gay Jamaicans who
has gone public. He has lost work
because of his beliefs, endured insults
on the street and says neighbors have
shunned him.
Homosexuality provokes "a trig—
ger response" among most Jamaicans,
says Chang, who had been secretary
of a now—disbanded Gay rights group.
The intolerance has something to
do with the legacy of slavery and with
the predominance of single—parent
families, Chang speculates.
"Most Jamaican men grow up

without a father. They never felt af—
fection from another man, any kind
of affection, and they don‘t know how
to deal with it," he says.
Psychiatrist Aggrey Irons, who is
host of Jamaican radio and television
programs on human sexuality, adds
that constant anti—Gay messages by
evangelical Protestant faiths may also
play a role. He says Jamaica tolerates
homosexuality as long as it is not ad—
vertised —a tropical version of Presi—
dent Clinton‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy for the U.S. military.
Irons says he has treated some men
who "are afraid that the stigma may
be attached to them, so their defense
is to hit out rather than deal with their
own insecurity."
Jamaica is probably about as hos—
tile to Gays as the United States was
15 or 20 years ago, says Irons and:
Aston Cooke, a spokesman for the
Jamaica Tourist Board. "But," Cooke
adds, "sometimes you ask, would you
want to be where the U.S. is now?"
Cooke says Gay tourists
represewnt "an untapped market," but
he does not expect Jamaica to begin
direct marketing efforts toward them.
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ilie‘s Oldest Townhouse

Call (615) 254—1277
For Rates

Steve Newman
Floral Consultant

STEVE‘S
Parties + Weddings
Funerals * Holidays
You Need It We Do It
725—5704
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SUSAN MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law
&

Suite 2518
100 N. Main Street
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

PRINTERS
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Desktor PusiLisHinc anp Design
CALL US FOR AN ESTIMATE FOR YOUR NEXT
PRINTING OR DESIGN PROJECT —
ALLEN CooK & Jonn StiLweLL, Owners

(901) 454—1411

Financial concerns can hinder your ability to cope
with a personal crisis on your own terms.
Selling your life insurance policy can help reduce financial
stress and allow you to regain control of your personal
affairs.
We can help. Our counselors will assist you with
honesty and respect, while we offer some of the best
rates for your policy. You will feel comfortable with us.
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Individual Benefits Inc.

|

(800) 800—3264 (a is,
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ferent interpretations of TLT will sur—

will get a free beer bust. Does this

face. King Cotton Co. used to call it

sound like the declaration of a leather

Pride meeting in December, maybe

"Tender, Nutritious and Tasty" but we

bar to you?

we can have that long—put—off tea.

can think of several more without

First Congregational Church will

You are indeed one of a kind.

even closing our eyes. Of course we

be recognizing World AIDS Day on

Luv (I mean it this time)

wish them luck.

ticipation a success.
We will be up for a statewide .

You Figure It Out
"What is a youth, impetuous fire.
What is a maid, ice and desire; the
world wags on. A rose will bloom, it
then will fade. So does youth, so does
the fairest maid."
From Franco Zeffirelli‘sRomeoandJuliet

yourself or wait until next month.

Dear Miss Kimmie Satin,
Dearest.

Dec. 1 in its sanctuary with a varied

Black & White Men Together is

Lady A.

once

We have it on the best authority

again a

proud

adver—

pastor of 1st Congregational. The

ally participate to the fullest when

! Ah, youth.
f Who needs it.

perform.

Miss Memphis at Large—

Dabbles Hair Company‘s an—

Destiny Chanel

nual fundraiser A World of Pas—

Coming Soon:

fair share of dishing but we exert

The Construction Site was really
and truly purchased from Barbara
. Pierce by David Bulliner, owner of
Chaps and officer in Wings, in late
October. This much we know. Spe—
cials and hours will change, the de—
cor will remain pretty much the same
and he has not told us anything else.
We guess you will have to ask him

and soloist Melinda Johnson will

Memphis.

the recent AIDS walk in Nashville
is solely to your credit. We do our

congregational Handbell Choir

The winner of Duchess of

ours (ours, mind you) took some

— The Queer Bar Shuffle
Part IH

Memphis Civic Orchestra, the 1st

Congratulations:

it comes to fundraising. A fan of

trouble to inform us that $800 from

Kleinman, former editor of Memphis
magazine and Rev. Chery] Cornish,

Pageant Update

that you really put out...er...you re—

program. Speakers include Leanne

sion will be held this year on

Miss Mess Memphis—Am—

ourselves to give credit where credit

Nov. 6 at The Comedy Zone. It

nesia—Oct. 31.

is due.

Miss

Too bad we don‘t publish in as
many Nashville locations as before.

will benefit Loving Arms. There

States—

will be a show and an auction this
year. This is always a unique and

Miss La Cage au Folles—

The person who invited TJN to
come up there found greener pas—

Southern

Apartment Club—Nov. 14

fun—filled entertainment and this

Apartment Club—Nov. 24.

year should be no exception.

tures in the frozen north and it re—

Vampire Lesbians of Sodom flew

ally takes a local resident with lots
Thanksgiving Dinner

of time to make long distance par—

newspaper listed any events which

our best efforts, we missed it. It raised

were sent in and TJN followed suit.

a significant amount to benefit Friends

one, two, several or

We have not heard from them in a

For Life and raised a bunch of eye—

all of the following

while and are happy to see that they.

brows as well. Thanks also to the

locations for Thanks—

will be using the MGLCC for some

company of The Baltimore Waltz for

giving

functions.

doing their part to increase HIV/AIDS

dinner

on

"BWMT—Memphis, Inc., is a
at

Big things will be happening at the

Hut,

nization committed to fostering

new location of Decadence Manor

supportative environments wherein

and Lederwerx. The complex, right

Beginning mid—

racial and cultural barriers can be

next door to Wizards on Madison, will

afternoon—Pipeline,

overcome, and the goal of human

devote one third of its space to a per—

Oops, Chaps.

equality realized. To these ends, we

formance hall which will serve as an.

Nikita‘s.

i

;

_
New Beginnings
Department

T e n nes see
Leather Tribe, Mem—
phis‘ newest social
club, will be forming
this coming month. It
is primarily a social
organization, non—
competitive

with

other clubs and wel—
coming to both men
and women. We can

GROUP THAT HOLDS AND HELPS HIV/AIDS BABIES & MOTHERS.
CALL DABBLES HAIR CO. AT 725—0521 FOR MORE ‘:.FO.

awareness.

Gay, multi—racial, multi—cultural orga—

Beginning
noon—the

DABBLES HAIR COMPANY PRESENTS
~THE FOURTH ANNUAL WORLD OF PASSION BENEFIT
G@"TIME HEALS ALL"
NOVEMBER 7, 1993 — 7:30PM
THE COMEDY ZONE @ OVERTON SQUARE
TICKETS: $20 AT THE DOOR OR IN ADVANCE AT
DABBLES HAIR COMPANY, 19 NORTH COOPER
PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT "LOVING ARMS,“ THE VOLUNTEER

in and out of Memphis and, even with

You may choose

Thanksgiving day:

|

tiser with TIN. Over the years, Gaze

engage in educational, political, cul—

alternative music venue. It will not be

tural and social activities as a means

a bar and it will house several other

of dealing with

racism, sexism,

craftspersons and details will be avail—

homophobiaand other inequities in

able in next month‘s paper. The name

our community and in our lives."

of the new location will be Fusion.
Dancers turned into cooks this

(Statement ofpurpose.)
If you have always wondered what

month both at Prescott Baptist and

such an organization is all about,

Reflections. The Cotton Pickin‘

BWMT will hold a day—long event at

Squares hosted a successful chili din—

the MGLCC in December. It will be

ner and Southern Country a fine spa—

a good opportunity to enjoy meeting

ghetti meal. Southern Country also

the members and visiting the MGLCC

assisted Holy Trinity in a Country/

as well. Though a male organization,

Western fundraiser for their building

women are also welcome at this event

fund which was a big success. Which

as the same issues apply, of course.

was done more, dancin‘ or eatin‘, we
cannot be sure.

only begin to conjec—
ture how many dif—

Aphrodite‘s annual That‘s Enter—

Runaround Department

tainment fundraiser will take place
If you are reading this hot off the
press, it is not too late tobuy a ticket

"Two

Oleena,

two

Helaous,

two

CGeans

MGLCC raised several hundred

the Hallowe‘en fundraiser for Friends

dollars at their yard sale; new and dif—

For Life—HIV Resources at the Con—

ferent events take place each month.

on Hallowe‘en night at Amnesia. This

—Twolullah

gears!"

~

Trixie Thunderpussy will hold her

annual awards show on Nov. 6 at J—

30 and should be loads of fun.
Miss Mess Memphis will be held

two

annual holiday food baskets.

for the High Heel thing—you know,

vention Center. It will be held on Oct.

_

Nov. 14 at Reflections to benefit their

Wag‘s.
Isn‘t this enough?

is the annual event which always sets
Final Round

pageants back a decade or so.
The Pipeline is having a special
Leather month. Anyone in a major

MID—TOWN

HAIR

Richard Johnson, co—founder of

a beit or loafers, goose) may avail

Holy Trinity and known by many in

themselves of specials throughout the

our community.
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High Heels,
High Hats &
High Times

While Mature Memphians is an
independent group, they have pursued
an interest in being part of the Prime—
Timers International organization. It
will be exchanging newsletters and
information with other groups such a
Prime—Timers/Jackson, MS; Prime—
Timers/Atlanta and Prime—Timers/
Sheveport who visited Memphis this
summer.
Mature Memphians/Prime—Timers
meet monthly at the Memphis Gay
and Lesbian Community Center on
the Fourth Saturday of the Monday
at 7:00 pm.

At presstime, about 40 volunteers
were working feverishly getting ready
for High Heel, High Hats, and High
Times II, Friends For Life‘s annual
Halloween Bash. This year, the event
is being held at the Cook Convention
Center‘s Concourse Hall in down—
town Memphis.
Last year about 850 attended the
party held at Beale Street Landing.
This year, organizers felt they
needed a larger space.
TV/TS Group
"We thought we had a lot of space
Meets
last year," said Allen Cook, president
of Friends For Life. "but we were
On Sept. 25, the first meeting of a
more successful than we imagined."
group of transvestite/transexual persons
This year the event will be held in was held at the MGLCC. Although the
the 25,000 square foot space most re— group was small in number, a lot of ideas
cently the home ofthe Napoleon ex—
hibition. The Convention Center has
recently been redecorated and is con—
sidered to be one of the finer event
spaces in the region. About 1200 rev—
elers are expected to attend.
Students from the Memphis Col—
lege of Art and other volunteers will
be decorating the hall on Friday, Oct.
29.
D. Canale has donated the beer for
the party and mixed drinks will also
be available.
The party will feature a live band
and a giant costume contest which
will be conducted in two sections.
"Last year, we had over 100 people
in the costume contest," said Dennie
Wade, Friends For Life board mem—
ber. "This year we‘re prepared."
There is no additional charge to
enter the contest.
Admission is $20 in advance or at
the door. Proceeds will go toward
funding various projects at Friends
For Life. Costumes are encouraged,
but not required. Visa and MasterCard
will be accepted. Parking is available
at the Convention Center garage for
$4 or in parking lots surrounding the
Convention Center.

and support programs were discussed.
The co—chairs of the new group,
Memphis Trangendered Allliance, are
John Prowett and Barbara Jean Jasen—
both long—time activists for the rights of
Trangendered people. Because some of
the Memphis entertainment community
were interested in being part of MTA,
the meetings were moved from an
evening time to 2:00.
The group also debuted the first edi—
tion ofPowder& Pearls —the group‘s
monthly newsletter. More information
about the group can be obtained by writ—
ing to either of the co—chairs— John
Prowett, 1517 Court St #4, Memphis
38104 or Barbara Jean Jasen, 1436 Brett
Drive, Memphis 38127—9136. Barbara
Jean can be reached by phone in the
evenings by calling 353—2612; Prowett
can be reached by calling the Center and
leaving a message with the best time to
call back.
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Memphians Notes
At the October 16th meeting of
Mature Memphians/Prime—Timers at
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center, several items were
resolved.
The date of the meetings was
changed from the third to the Fourth
Saturday of the month. Meeting time
remains at 7:00 pm. The meetings on
the third Saturdays were conflicting
with the Center‘s monthly pot lucks
which necessitated the meeting day
move.
Also discussed was the newsletter
and its need for financial support (sub—
scriptions, personals, classified ads)
and art work, poetry, and some sto—
ries and news.
While the group is designed for
men 45 years of age and older, the
meetings are open to any age over 18.
Voting is open only to members of
MM/PT ($15 for single membership
and $25 for a couple). One of the
members of the couple must be 45
years or older.

maf
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The Burning Bush...
stian?
How Can You Be Both Gay and Chri
By Gary Salles
It seems whenever I start talking
about the institutional church‘s treat—
ment of Gay people I am always hit
with that question. Invariably when
people discover I am Gay my contin—

ued ability towork, minister and wor—
ship with a given group of people
seems to depend on my ability to an—
swer that question to someone else‘s
satisfaction. For me, this hot topic
ranks right along side "which came
first, the chicken or the egg? It sim—
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ply is a non—issue with me. But for
others, it is an issue which has polar— _
ized our churches. It forces us and
them (non—Gay Christians) to ask
soul—searching questions about how
we understand the Bible and its role
in the Christian life.
In the southern part of the U.S.,
deep in the very buckle of the Bible
Belt, just the concept of biblical in—
terpretation threatens to split the
Southern Baptist Convention, the
largest Protestant denomination in the
country. But I will not attempt to go
into that here. Suffice it to say that
the majority of enlightened scripture
scholars tell us we must put what is
written in the Bible into context with
the social and historical periods in
which they were written.
Today I believe that we are all chil—
dren of God, who, in His/Her majesty
made us to be exactly who we are
supposed to be. The challenge is in
discovering who that person is. For
it is in the discovery of our true
personhood that we come to know our
creator. Boil that all down and you
have a popular saying,
"God doesn‘t make junk!"
When we finally do come faceto
face with our maker, as Moses did at
the burning bush, we will know and
accept that our Lesbian and Gay
sexual identities are gifts of God, to
be honored and cherished, and that sin
is anything we or others do to hide
and denigrate this gift. Unfortunately,
many of our brothers and sistershave
not yet reached this point. When we
do reach this point we begin to un—
derstand what it means to receive
grace, and about being a receptacle
of this gracefor others.
But first, let us return to that Book,
the Book of Life, the holder of the
voice of God. Let us embrace the book
so many people use to beat us down.
If we actually study the scriptures, we
make an amazing discovery. THERE
IS NO BIBLICAL SEX ETHIC.
The Bible knows only a love ethic.
Let‘s take a look at exactly what this
book says about homosexuality. First,
we can omit all ‘references to the
Sodom story in both Old and New
Testaments, since the sin of the
‘Sodomites was homosexual rape, car—
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ried out by heterosexuals intent on
humiliating strangers by treating them
"like women," thus demasculizing
them. This was one of the gravest
things you could do to a true Jew,
given their patriarchal society and
deeply ingrained sexist beliefs. (This
is also the case in a similar account in
Judges 19—21.) The brutal gang—rape
has nothing to do with the problem of
whether genuine love expressed be—
tween consenting persons of the same
sex is legitimate or not.
We must also omit Deuteronomy
23:17—18 since it most likely deals
with a heterosexual "stud" involved
in Caananite fertility rites that have
infiltrated Jewish worship; the King
James version incorrectly called him
a "Sodomite."
Other texts are ambiguous. The
problems with I Corinthinans 6:9 and
ITimothy 1:10 deal with "active" and
"passive" partners. In short, it is un—
clear whether the issue is homosexu—
ality alone, or promiscuity and
"sex—for—hire."
Before you begin to think I am
going to refute every condemnation
of homosexuality, let me go ahead and
disappoint you now. For now we
come to the real crux of the matter.
There are many cases where the con—
demnation of homosexuality is un—
equivocal. But we must understand
why if we are to put things into their
proper perspective. Leviticus 18:22
states the principle we hear most of—
ten. "You [masculine] shall not lie
with a male as with a woman; it is an
abomination." Lev. 20:13 adds the
penalty: "If a man lies with a male as
with a woman, both of them have
committed an abomination; they shall
be put to death, their blood is upon
them." Don‘t let anyone attack you
with the first verse without including
the second!
Because this forces your adversary
to admit that there are things in the Bible
that Christians no longer accept as right..
Things such as slavery were com—
monplace in the Old Testament and
left unchallenged by Jesus Christ in
the New Testament. Nudity, even in
the home amongst family, was re—
garded in Judaism as a grievous sin.
Although we may not be ready for
nude beaches, who considers nudity
in the locker room as an accursed sin?
The entire attitude of orthodox
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Healing
Service
continuedfrom page 1
But Sunday, Oct. 17, 1993, was no
ordinary Evensong service. Rather,
the capacity crowd had gathered for
the Fifth Annual Service ofPrayer and
Healing For People Living, Working
and Ministering in A Time of AIDS.
The ecumenical nature of the ser—
vice was obvious .. . there were as
many women as men in clerical robes
and collars. Representative clergy and
hospitality ministers from the Presby—
terian church, the Baptist church, the
Congregational church, a nondenomi—
national church, and the Episcopal
and Roman Catholic churches were
there. The congregation consisted of
men and women, young and old,
Black, white, red, brown, straight,
Lesbian and Gay.
In his message Dr. Hill said that
the time for talking was over; it was
time now to start doing, to start touch—
ing the sick, the homeless, the outcasts
of our society. He challenged the con—
gregation to prove our common
creeds were not just words on paper
and to actually start living them.
A quick glance around confirmed
the truth of his words; some were
weeping quietly at the indignities their
loved ones were suffering; others nod—
ding in agreement "making silent
promises to be more sensitiveand
aware of the needs of those around
them. The clergy listened attentively
and prayed for courage.
From the opening procession, this
was an event rarely seen in Memphis.
Leading the Entrance Procession of
clergy and ministers were members
of the Lambda Men‘s Chorus whose
a capella renditions of religious stan—
dards during the laying on of hands
kept the congregation‘s thoughts cen—
tered in prayer united with all the
clergy.
One Roman Catholic priest pro—
cessed with a Gay minister whose
church was founded with a special
outreach to Lesbians and Gay men,
their families and friends, and is one
of the fastest growing churches in the
city. Both stood side by side at the
altar rail for the laying on of hands;
both called on the same Holy Spirit
to heal the troubled mind and body of
the person kneeling before them.
After praying a special Litany in
the Time of AIDS, stranger gently
embraced stranger, and began to look
at each other with smiles. Afterwards,
everyone seemed to stand just a little
closer together. Some held on to each
other throughout the rest of the ser—
vice.
Naomi Moody, soloist,
from St. Augustine‘s Catholic
Church, electrified the sanctuary with
her spirit+filled rendition of Amaz—
ing Grace. Her faith was obvious in
her song
After the offering, earmarked for
Aloysius House, was collected the In—
vitation to be Anointed and receive
the Laying on of Hands was given by
host pastor, Rev. Doug Bailey. This
ancient rite is one of the oldest in
Judeo—Christian history. Passed down
from Moses himself, it was given ad—
ditional meaning at Pentecost when

God the Holy Spirit, in the form of
tongues of fire, came to rest upon the
apostles and disciples, bestowing
many spiritual gifts upon them. One
of these gifts was the power to heal
the sick. Although over the centuries
many miraculous and otherwise un—
explained cures have been attributed
to this laying on of hands, today it is
being used more and more in the
Christian churches requesting a heal—
ing of the mind, the soul, the very
spirit of those who desperately need
to experience the love of God. One
ofthe most inspirational scenes of the
evening for this writer was when Fr.
Bob Ewing, Pastor of St. Therese
Catholic Church, heard that a young
man in a wheelchair wished to be
prayed over. Fr. Ewing left the line
and went to the young man. There he —
placed his hands on the man‘s head
and bent down very close and began
to pray. The man immediately began
to sob and reached up with weak arms
to embrace the priest.
Although trying to be polite and
not stare, I was drawn to the scene.
When he finished several minutes
later, Fr. Ewing was visibly flushed
and weeping. Ascending the stairs to
the altar, Fr. Ewing did not return to
his station, but rather stayed in line
with the congregation and waited un—
til he, too, could be prayed over. The
power of a loving touch, a kind em—
brace, a moment of shared prayer, was
visibly demonstrated.
Also during this part of the service
many eyes were fixed on the gigantic
cloth canopy which draped over the
main aisle of the church. The Fabric
Sculpture for Persons Living with

AIDS was created by Calvary artist
David Johnson. It undoubtedly
evoked countless differing associa—
tions in each viewer. To Father Bailey
the hundreds of holes allowed beams
of light through which called him con—
tinually to prayer. The number of
holes speaks poignantly of the sheer
number of persons who are directly
and indirectly touched by this disease.
The canopy will be on display
throughout this liturgical season.
After the final blessing and hymn
had been sung, the congregation was
invited to the great hall for a buffet
reception. It was here that the true
power of the service was illustrated.
People from all denominations, social
strata, occupations, sexual orienta—
tions, and health status, were eating:
and drinking and talking together.
More than once small discussions
turned to taking the program back to
their home congregations. Ministers
with PhD‘s in philosophy and theol—
ogy were involved in earnest dialog
with chronically unemployed and so—
cially handicapped people. People
who couldn‘t help themselves were
being waited on by others who prob—
ably couldn‘t remember the last time
they were even in their own kitchens.
Marian Wagner, Calvary chef, had
just buried her mother the day before.
This was her second catered event of
the day, and yet it was important for
her to be there. Although not a me—
morial service for those who had al—
ready depaited, it was a tribute
nonetheless, to the love for these less
fortunate that brought this body
together.

Burning Bush
continued from page 20
church now, in light of Scripture, tradi—
tion, theology, psychology, history, ge—
netics, anthropology and biology?"
In a seldom quoted or remembered
statement, Jesus said, "Why do you not
judge for yourselves what is right?"
(Luke 12:57). Ofcourse such sovereign
freedom strikes terror in the hearts of
many Christians, if not the entire insti—
tutional church; they would rather be
under the law and be told what is right.
Therefore, today as new evidence be—
comes known regarding homosexual—
ity, are we not obligated—no free—to
reevaluate the whole issue and decide,
with faith in God the Spirit, for our—
selves. Is this not the radical freedom for
obedience which the gospel establishes?
Of course there will be people who
continue to cite the Bible‘s condemna—
tions and that is all they need. Just as
some of us grew up "knowing" what
we had was the unutterable sin, so the
whole Bible "knows" it to be wrong.
I freely admit that. The issue pre—
cisely is whether the Bible is correct! If
_ the Bible must be correct, then we must
embrace slavery, women as inferior to

men, and do away with divorce which
Jesus condemned unequivocally. After
all, all these things are the divinely in—
spired Word ofGod, are they not? Why
is it that homosexuality alone, remains
immoral, out of all the Bible? Is this
right? I don‘t think so. The Bible, al—
though divinely inspired, suffers from
the cultural prejudiceofthe times. There
simply is no ethicaljustification for these
prejudices any longer. It is simply a
matter of how we feel about those who
are different from us. And ifwe canac—
cept that profound prejudice, perhaps we
can begin to allow others their prefer—
ences as well.
Don‘t wait to be invited back to
church! Go now. You are a beloved
child of God and sister or brother of
Christ. Strive to reflect the Spirit you
were anointed with at your Baptism and
claim your rightful place in the kingdom.
Begin to act like you know the secret of
Heaven itself, and soon you will begin
to experience deep inside.
We have been blessed with a keen
sense of grace. Thank your Creator for
it now. Peace!
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Saturday, December 14—At MGLCC 9:00 AM — 7:00 PM
Gov.
William Weld, who named
Breakfast, Speaker, Film Festival, Card Playing Tournament, LaFontaine
to head a first—in—the—na—
| Hot, Homy and Healthy Playshop, Reception With Live
tion
commission
studying Gay youth
Entertainment
Call for information about
issues, has promised to sign the bill,
which passedthe Houseon Oct.4 and
FOR INFORMATION: 901—948—2387 452—8036
November Sistahs Meeting
is now in the Senate.
757—5750_452—5894
LaFontaine cited a study by the
A
\
U.S. Department of Health and Hu—
man Services that said 28% ofGay
teens drop out of school because of
Hi! I just wanted to say hello. Please keep me in
harassment. He blamed such attacks
like
would
I
needs.
mind for all your real estate
forthesuicidesofGay
youths, which
to be your real estate connection.
hesaidaccountfor30%ofall suicides
by teen—agers.
Thanks!
A state survey of 400 students at
— OFFICE (901) 278—4380
Lincoln—Sudbury Regional High
RES. (901) 744—9600
School indicated that 97% ofthe stu—
dents there had heard anti—Gay re—
marks in school.
*CLEN
DAVIES —SOWELLNC.
AnotherGayteen,ChrisHannons,
BED &
said
verbal and physical abuse from
BREAKFAST
fellowstudentscompelled
himtodrop
STEVE SOLOMON
£98
VICTORIAN INN
out of Boston College High School
~ Affiliate Broker |
— #7 LemaSt.
in May. He said school officials of—
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
feredno help.
"I stand before you a high school
dropout," he said.
But William Kezema, his princi—
54 S. COOPER
pal, said Hannons was harassed by
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
some students, but "he had total sup—
port from the school,"he said.
Brothers—N—Sisters Bowling League

Man Appeals To NIH To Bring
Treatment To United States
Other participants at the meeting the institute, confirmed that officials
declined comment. They included Dr. there would only look at hyperthermia
Lawrence Deyton, chief of the com— in response to submission of scien—
WASHINGTON (AP) — A New munity clinical research branch of the tific data.
"Until that occurs, we‘re not go—
Jersey man with AIDS who has been AIDS division, who in 1990 evalu—
symptom—free since he traveled to ated the cases of two Atlanta patients ing to be pursuing hyperthermia," she
said. "The information that the patient
Italy for a special blood—heating treat— receiving hyperthermia treatment.
ment wants fellow Americans to have
According to a Sept. 4, 1990, back— provided was not considered to be
access to that care here in the United ground paper from the National In— formal scientific data, but rather back—
stitute of Allergy and Infectious — ground information about his case."
States.
The institute has not received any
"This is not a new treatment. It has Diseases, the review concluded that
been used in cancer for the last 100 — "there appears to be no clinical, im— applications on hyperthermia, but is
years," Chuck DeMarco told report— munologic or virologic support for the furnishing Lautenberg with grant ap—
ers. "It has not only prolonged my life. use of hyperthermia in the treatment plications so he can direct any poten—
It has given me a better life. If this of HIV disease or Kaposi‘s sarcoma. _ tial investigators to the proper place.
The senator said he would be con—
can help other patients and we can do Neither does there appear any support
something for this dreaded disease, for further human experimentation in tacting pharmaceutical firms back
home in New Jersey "to see if there‘s
let‘s do it."
this area at this time."
DeMarco says he‘s been in remis—
Marion Glick, a spokeswoman for any interest on their part."
sion 31 months.
At a private meeting in the office
House Approves Record
of Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D—N.J.,
DeMarco presented his case and his
medical records to a group from the AIDS Funds
National Institutes of Health and the
About $1.3 billion in the measure
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration.
House has voted to spend a record is expected to be used for AIDS re—
NIH said it would only look at
$2.5 billion for AIDS programs for search by the National Institutes of
hyperthermia as an AIDS treatment
this fiscal year, including $579 mil— Health, where the government con—
if a scientist submitted a research plan
ducts much of its medical research.
lion for the Ryan White program.
or offered existing research data for
The money was included in a com— The amount exceeds NIH‘s 1993 lev—
peer review. The FDA would evalu—
promise $256 billion measure for edu— els by about $225 million.
ate applications for a product or de—
The measure also includes:
cation, health and labor programs that
vice used in the treatment.
—$543 million to the Centers for —
the House approved Oct. 7 by a 311—
Lautenberg agreed in September
Disease Control and Prevention, the
115 roll call vote.
to help DeMarco, for obvious reasons.
— The Ryan White program, named Atlanta—based federal agency that
ReportedAIDS cases in New Jersey
for the Indiana teen—ager who died in tracks public health, for prevention
have increased from 71 in 1982 to
1990 of AIDS contracted through and education programs. That ex—
2,200 in 1992. AIDS is the state‘s
tainted blood in treatment for hemo— ceeds last year‘s level by $45 million.
leading killer of men aged 25 to 49,
—About $350 million for numer—
philia, distributes grants to states and
according to the senator.
cities. The $579 million is $230 mil— ous programs including training of
DeMarco, who was diagnosed
health care professionals, coordina—
lion more than last year.
with the AIDS—causing virus in Feb—
The money is for fiscal 1994, tion of public health programs, and
ruary 1988, said that he entered the
which began Oct. 1. In fiscal 1993, even reimbursements for dental
European Hospital in Rome on March
the government spent about $2 billion schools that treatAIDS patients.
2, 1991, for whole body hyperthermia. _
on the same programs.
In that process, blood was removed
from his body, heated to 116 degrees
and returned to his body, bringing his
Survey: Minority Still
temperature to 112 degrees for 15
minutes.
—
Engages In High—Risk Sex
He says it destroyed the AIDS vi—
rus in his system.
By James H Rubin
fidelity."
s
Before treatment, he suffered from
Associated Press Writer
It says those people likely are prac—
achronic cough, purplish mouth and
ticing "serial monogamy," being
leg lesions caused by the cancer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most sexually faithful to each partner in
Kaposi‘s sarcoma and very low Americans are monogamous, but a turn.
&
&
counts of the body‘s disease—fighting significant minority engages in high—
Of those who said they had more
cells. Doctors gave him less than a risk behavior by having multiple part— than one partner in the previous 12
year to live.
ners without always using condoms, months, 85% said all their partners
After treatment, the cough and le— according to a new survey.
were either spouses or someone to
sions disappeared, he began testing
The study, published in the Ameri— whom they felt committed. Only 4%
negative for antibodies showing ex— can Journal of Public Health, says of the married people reported hav—
posure to the AIDS virus and his im— most sexually active Americans "are ing more than one partnerin the last year.
mune cells began returning to normal. not placing themselves or their part—
Also, the report said, "Although
Today, he has a T—cell count of 700 ners at high risk for exposure to HIV people rarely use condoms with pri—
to 900. A healthy person averages 800 through sex with multiple partners."
mary partners, they are somewhat
to 1,200, the NIH says.
Barbara Leigh of the University of more likely to use condoms with ca—
Dr. Joseph Jacobs, director of al— Washington in Seattle, an author of sual partners."
ternative medicine for NIH, said that the study, said the survey shows,
Among those who had more than
anecdotally "there‘s some success" "There is an awful lot of monogamy one sexual partner in the previous
with hyperthermia, but that he didn‘t going on out there."
year, only 8% said they used condoms
feel qualified to say more about the
Also, she said, those who reported every time they had sex. But 23% said
procedure.
having more than one sex partner in they used a condom every time with
"In this type of disease, you can‘t the previous year were more likely to their non—primary partners.
assume there‘s a snake under every use a condom for sex with a casual
The higher risk group was made
rock, you have to assume there are partner than a primary partner.
up mainly of people 18—30, the di—
some budding plants," he said. So far,
The report says, "Having multiple vorced and those never married.
his office hasn‘t fielded any queries sexual partners over a certain time
Only 2% of those responding iden—
about the procedure.
.. period does not necessarily imply in— tified themselves as Gay or bisexual,
By Jane E Allen
Associated Press Writer
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Students for Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness
MEETING TIMES:
Thursdays — 7:00 PM
‘Memphis State University Center — Third Floor
AWARE AND ACTIVE AT MEMPHIS STATE
a figure the authors said is consistent of 18 responded. Theywere asked to
complete a 20—page questionnaire and
with a 1970 Kinsey survey.
The survey was conducted in were paid $10 apiece.
1990, and 2,058 peopleover the age
20cma o o n cC eresereLines Athenee op CnAET on uP ASN HEEL2 10030m050an

Sailor
continuedfrom page 1
eotape and that they had fingerprints and wit—
nesses and pictures and all kinds of other evidence,
and that I might as well admit to it right then and
re."
" They asked where his roommate worked and
Collins told them. Believing he had nothing to hide,
Collins agreed to let them search his apartment. The
one thing he had forgotten was a framed portrait of
him and his loverthey had had taken at Sears. One of
theagents asked, "Is this yourspecial friend?" Collins
said, "I just looked at him like he‘d lost his mind."
While Collins was still being questioned at Nor—
folk Naval Base, NCIS sent agents to question his
roommate at his job at a Red Lobster restaurant.

"They asked me if Kenneth liked to play with
matches and candles and things like that. Then they
told me they had pictures of Kenneth setting the fires
and that if I knew anything I better tell them," he told
Sampson.
A few days later they came to search the apart—
ment again. This time they took bed sheets and cloth—
ing and other personal items and put them in plastic
bags. They vacuumed the floors, draperies, Holland‘s
truck and even their cats lookingfor fibers that would
link Kenneth to the scene of the crimes. Collins be—
gan to notice cars following him and showing up on
side streets near theirapartment. They questioned his
neighbors, his family, his friends, and co—workers.
They seemed to ask questions that would indicate
that he fit the FBI‘s personality profile of the arson—
ist.
The agents came to the Memphis area to ques—

tion Collins‘ family. It appeared to the family that
they were fishing to determine two things — if they
were financially capable of hiring an attorney and if
they would let it be publicly known that Kenneth
was Gay . To Collins this suggested the possibility
of a Gay witchhunt.
Continuing their harassment in Norfolk, the agents
cornered Holland at an apartment laundramat for half
an hour and told him they were going to arrest Collins
soon and there wasn‘t any way for him to hide. They
kept talking about the pictures they had of Collins
setting the fires, but would never show them to him.
They told Holland he needed to get outof the state.
"They told me that a lot, I thinkbecause they knew
thatI could have testified that Kenneth was at home
with me during some of the times they were saying
he set the fires," he told Sampson.
Collins was removed from duty on the ship and

put to work in a fitness center that served members
of the crew of the Enterprise. On July 15th, he was
again picked up and taken to a police line—up. He
was identified by two persons as someone they‘d seen
walking near the sites of two of the fires back in De—
cember.
NCIS ignored a record that showed Collins in a
another place at the time of one of the fires and that
one of the persons had sworn in a written statement
that he could not positively identify the man he had
only seen from behind for a few seconds from fifty
feet away.
Collins was told that they could have him in the
brig that night. He took a polygraph and was told if
he passed he would no longer be a suspect. The NCIS
then ignored thefact that he passed, saying it wouldn‘t
be admissible in court.
The next day he was arrested and charged with
10 counts of willful improper hazarding of a vessel,
26 counts of aggravated arson, and one count of de—
struction of military property. The maximum sen—
tence: 200 years hard labor or the death penalty.
Again Bill Holland was greeted by agents when
he arrived home and was shown pictures of Collins
shackled and chained. "They told me they had him
in prison in Quantico and that I better get out of Vir—
ginia," he told Memphis magazine.
Collins‘ first night at Quantico was a sleepless
one. The next day he began having anxiety attacks
with chest pains and trouble breathing.
He was put on suicide watch which meant he and
his cell were stripped naked with no blanket or mat—
— tress — only a bare metal bed frame, a toilet and a
sink. After six days ofsitting naked in an empty win—
dowless cell he was unable to sleep and convinced
he had died and gone to hell.
He eventually got his clothes back when he con—
vinced them he wasn‘t suicidal, but the sleepless—
ness continued and the deprivation caused him to
hallucinate. He ended upattempting suicide with a
razor.
3
The attempted suicide lost him his clothes again
and after treating his wrist wounds at the hospital, he
was put in a heavy leather belt around his waist with
aringon it, his hands cuffed to it, and put in leg irons.
They left him there for about eight days not chang—
ing his dressings or allowing him to bathe.
NCIS agents continued to interrogate his friends
and family. They said his sexual orientation had noth—
ing to do with the investigation, but they always asked
— things like how his parents felt about it and asked
one of his friends fromPensacola what the sleeping
arrangements were when Holland came to visit.
Collins began his hearing on Sept. 16, 1992. While
jailed, there were two more arsons similar to the pre—
vious 26. No fingerprints matching Collins‘ were
found at any of the previous scenes.
On Friday Oct. 2, 1992, Capt. Daniel C. Roper,
who had initiated the charges based on NCIS recom—
mendations, was forced to drop the charges because
of the written recommendation of Naval Judge Ad—
vocate Lt. Cmdr Henry F. Sonday who presided over
the hearing. Collins was finally released from the brig.
The Navy subsequently announced it was releas—
ing EM3 Kenneth Collins from service in a "sepa—
_ rate administrative action". He was being discharged
for being a homosexual.
Collins has battled with clinical depression since
returning to the area. He has survived two suicide
attempts and has been diagnosed with Chrone‘s dis—
ease and esophagitis. The causes of the two diseases
are unknown, but doctors tell him that stress and
trauma can be major factors in their development.
Shortly after Collins‘ charges were dismissed,
Petty Officer 2nd Class Michael C. Highland con—
fessed to setting two fires aboard the Enterprise. He
was not jailed before or during his trial. He received
65 days in the brig, a pay reduction and a $1,000
fine. The decision has not been made, butit has been
recommended that he receive a bad—conduct dis—
charge from the Navy.

[Tim Sampson, recently named editor of
Memphis magazine, deserves tremendous credit
for exposing the extent the armed services will
go in harassing Gays and Lesbians in the mili—
tary. Get a copy of the October issue and write
him with your comments.]

Cable TV Tapes First—Ever
Gay Comedy Special
By Elizabeth Weise
Associated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — So
what is it about Gay comics — are
they born funny or do they just choose
to be that way?
That was one of the few issues left
untouched by Out There," billed by
cable TV‘s Comedy Central as the
nation‘s first Lesbian and Gay com—
edy special.
The show was taped, appropriately
enough, on Oct. 11, National Com—
ing Out Day. It‘s scheduled to run in
December.
"We‘re supposed to come out to
10 people today," host Lea DeLaria
told the enthusiastic crowd. "But there
aren‘t 10 people on this planet who
don‘t know I‘m a Lesbian. They‘d
have to be blind."
Nattily attired in a blue pinstriped
suit, DeLaria introduced the lineup of
eight Gay comedians, each eager to
prove his or her open—mindedness.
"I‘ m not prejudiced against hetero—
sexuals," said Mickey Liddell, a Gay
man from a small town in Oklahoma.
"I just don‘t want to know what they
do in bed. It gives me the creeps."
The producers: expect the
«program‘s audience to be mainly het—

erosexual, but they didn‘t limit the
material. Although a few of the jokes
might be too subculture specific to
draw a chuckle in Dubuque, most are
funny whichever side of the fence you
live on.
Basic questions were answered,
including, "Just how do people get to
be homosexual?"
Suzanne
It‘s
grueling,
Westenhoefer explained.
"First we‘re chosen on talent. Then
there‘s an interview, and after that a
swimsuit and evening gown compe-

the Scouts, my Swiss Army knife had
a melon baller."
Much of the humor was universal,
as when Smith described his dysfunc—
tional family reunion — "You know,
where you bring a casserole and an
unresolved issue?" .
And if the right wing was watch—
ing for the Gay and Lesbian agenda,
he was quite willing to disclose it.
"Full civil rights, and a 25—minute
dance version of the national anthem."
San Francisco‘s Marga Gomez
was actively concerned that hetero—
sexuals weren‘t being properly served
by television. She ticked off recent
programs — "Lesbians with long
hair" on Oprah, "Lesbian‘s who‘ve
never been on Oprah" on Donahue.
"Straight people can‘t get on talk
shows anymore. It‘s not fair."
Although the audience was mixed,
only one man was brave enough to
publicly identify himself as hetero—
sexual. His outfit didn‘t pass muster.
"You‘re lucky you‘re here," Scott
Capurro harangued him. "You need
a Gay friend to dress you."
Host DeLaria said that while the
show was meant to be funny, not po—
litical, it didn‘t hurt that for once it
was Gay people telling the jokes, in—
stead of being the joke.
Comedy Central expects that 80%
to 90% of the show‘s audience will
be straight, but that doesn‘t worry se—
niorvice president for programming

tition."
The military came in for its share
of drubbing. If the army doesn‘t want
Gay men and Lesbians in the army,
that‘s fine, said Westerhoffer.
"All the straight people will have
to fight and die for our rights, and
we‘ll be hanging out here."
She paused while a wicked grin
spread over her face.
"And don‘t worry. We‘ll take good
care of your wives.‘
Certainly, some stereotypes were
milked for their full comedic poten—
tial. Comedian Bob Smith told the
crowd he always knew he was Gay
growing up in Buffalo.
"I was a Gay kid. My tree house
had a breakfast nook. When I was in— Mitch Semel.

Candid Biography OfYves Saint

Makes Waves
Suzy Patterson
APBy Fashion
Writer
PARIS (AP)—Widely hailed as
thekingofhautecouture,YvesSaint
Laurent
is now the whichjuxtaposes
subject ofa can—
did
newbiography
hisprivate
geniuslife.with an often tormented
Saint
Laurentwith
and thehis associates,
who
cooperated
author, are
unhappywiththefinalproduct,which
offers
detailed accountshisbattles
of the
designer‘shomosexuality,
with
depression,alcohol.
and his problems
withThebook,YvesSaintLaurent,was
drugsand
writtenby
LaurenceBenaim,31—year—
old
fashion
editor
ofLe Monde, and
publishedby
EditionsGrasset.There
areglishnoedition.
definite plans yet for an En—
For thewas472—page
biography,
Benaim
given
full
cooperation
fromtheSaintLaurentfashionhouse,
including access to company files,
interviewswiththecouturierhimself
and introductions
to many of his
friends
and
associates.
«Yves Saint Laurent
justhappy
startedat
readingthebook,
and
is
not
all,"
saidChristian
Girard, and
secretary—
general
of
the
company
right—
hand
man
to
its
president,
Pierre
Berge."Weareall
and Pierre Berge quitedisappointed,
is particularly up—
set.""I don‘t understand why they‘re
upset,"Benaimsaidin
terview.
"The house atelephonein—
was friendly,

._

"We‘re here to showcase new tal—
ent. They‘re funny and that‘s what
matters. We didn‘t do it just to prove
how liberal we are," he said.
Not that the comics disdain the
media‘s sudden discovery of the Gay
community.
"It‘s the new thing. A woman on
your arm is more fashionable than a—
Gucci handbag," said DeLaria.
If that‘s what it takes to get major
market recognition, then so be it, she
said.
"But guess what? They‘re going
to find out we‘re talented, just like the

young Black comics who got signed
because they wore their hats back—
ward and then turned out to be great."
"The network isn‘t worried about
this one," said Comedy Central‘ Jodi
Geiger. In fact they think the show
will appeal to a wide enough audience
that they‘re considering doing a
monthly Gay special, she said.
If they do, there‘ll be more work
in the future for Smith, despite his
confession that he experimented with
heterosexuality in college.
"Yes," he said. "I slept with a
straight guy."

—

Laurent

March 1993 inter—
gave
me therun oftheirwonderfully view mtrospective
with Benaim.
organizedarchives,andhelpedmeall
On early homosexuality, he says:
thewritethe
way forbook."
the two years it took to "I went
with anonymous people. Ar—
abs. It was hidden. I was ashamed ...
Overall,
however,
the
biography
and said nothing to my parents."
takesaserious,sometimesawestruck
He conveys his anguish about pre—
approach
to
57—year—old
Yves
senting collections, his worries about
Mathieu
Saint
Laurent,
and
his
pro—
his ideas on money.
digious
output since he first started his "Ihealth,
couldn‘t live without making
designingforChristianDiorinthelate
dresses," he says. "Without that, I‘d die."
1950s."
Saint
Laurent
remembers
being
_
unhappy at school
and scornedheal—by
otherchildren
as
a"sissy,"but
ready was interested
inhisfashion,
oc—
casionally
rifling
mother‘s
wardrobe
to tear up an old dress to
makeSainta doll‘soutfit.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Laurent‘s
progression
from
S>
earlyinterestinartupthroughthesen—
sational
collections at Dior
58lateraredesigns.
well—chronicled,
as arein all1957—his
The author
recounts
Saint
Laurent‘s
1960
nervous
breakdown
whileservingintheFrencharmydur—
ingtheAlgerianwarofindependence,
hispatronageofchicGay
nightclubs
inBerge.
Paris and his relationship
with
327—3 780
Hisattache
friends and
employees,speak
from
press
to
chauffeur,
throughoutthebook,
usuallywith af—
fection
and
sympathy.
ousBenaim also weaves in the vari—
in an

busmess maneuvers of the fash—
ion house, from the early 1960s up to
the latest sale of most Saint Laurent
shares to Sanofi, a pharmaceuticals—
petrochemical company.
Saint Laurent speaks for himself
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and
(including address orphone number)
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a $2.00charge forthe use ofourP.O. Box. trails, antique shops, auctions. Your
are
available
to
assist
with
planning
local GWMs 30—50 for companionship,
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(901) friendship, and possible.relationship. Just >
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the activities. Reservations: Mon—Thurs
down:—to—earth types, nothing fancy. Call
278—5844,
Fri—Sun
(901)
687—3456.
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Bud P.: (501) 732—5212.
Ozark
Bed
&
Breakfast—5
wooded
acres
of
free.
are
Phone numbers and zip codes
40, 58", 320#, hairy bear seeks
GWM,
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month. privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
chaser, must be thin & masculine,
special
resort
for
men
&
women.
Hot
tub.
Country
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
I travel to Memphis often.
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds . club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, 25—50, secure.
Nashville, TN37212
121886,
Box
PO
Lirto
72632,
R
Springs,A
must be submitted in writing and must Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
or (615) 297—6386.
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phonenum
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whereyou can be reachedto verity the ad. The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa GWM is seeking
eks in March. Let me
fortwowe
Thailand
to
Historic
Springs
Eureka
on
Located
1896.
If you would like a copy of the issue
— the Land of 1000
Paradise
show you
your ad appears in, please send $1.00 District loop close to downtown shops &
For info call Walt at. (502) 843—
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for
renovated
Complete
restaurant
to cover postage.
comfort but still maintaining its old world 2376.
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TJN
ISERS!
ATTENTION ADVERT
about
you., Slate.
#7
Gien,
Arbour
The
hollow.
red
tree—cove
announcements and classifieds will not
Ticklish Need Apply! Hunky HandsomeWC
automatically be re—run. Announcements Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
professional, 30s, sensualist, sane & healthy,
and classifieds must be re—submitted each 253—9010.
into galky legs&feet, ISO same, alsocollege/
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the 15th of the month.
month, in writi
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BEST universitystudents (gradprefe
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DESERVE
CommunitySpirit—Lesbian and Gay YOU
g. Cmon "ole Miss" &TVticklees,
footticklin
1
Telephone Long Distance. Call worldwide California trained professional offers
I know you‘re out there, and you know who
and save upto 25% offyour bill. 2% ofyour full body therapeutic and sports massage. —
Lets beticklefriends, perhaps more!
youare!
billisdonatedtothecommunity organization 1‘}, hours, by appointment, outcall only.
‘Am discreet, sincere/follow thru replies only.
of your choice. Switch today, Call 1—800— Personalized gift certificates available.
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546—0621 24 hours/day. It‘sa FamilyThing.
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postage. Write to: MANE MEN, PO Box
231, Station B, Ottawa, Ontario CANADA, 165#, br/br, countrysinger/musicianseeks Place, Knoxville, TN 37916.
mature musicians or
K1P6C4. Any ideas or offerstoexpand this GWM 25—35, sober,
ROOMMATE
the liking of country music a plus. send
into a business are most welcome.
similar to share luxury
lookingfor
30,
GWM,
108
photo to: Occupant,
LAMBDA CONNECTIONS: Dateline for reply and
in
Cordova
area. Smoker
Circle, Booneville, MS 38829.
Lesbians. Toreceivea FREE Robertson
have discretion so
Must
drugs.
no
but
OK
to
yet yearning
voice mailbox and place your personal ad, Bi—curious? Straight
a line: Steve, PO Box 1612,
Confidential! Seeking young, please drop me
call: 1—800—375—3067. To retrieve your explore?
Cordova,
TN
38088.
for companionship,
messages or to browse other ads, call: 1— slender, SWM
more (?). Mention your age,
exploration,
900—678—0621. This call is $1.98/minute.
and interests. James, Box
Lesbian sociology MSU graduate student height, weight,
1721, Cordova, TN 38088.
seeks to interview African American and
30, brn & brn, 178#,
Black and white interracial couples in BiWM, bodybuilder,
good—looking. No attitude,
muscular,
very
Memphis about your relationships for
guy, looking for similar in
Masters thesis. Confidentiality assured. just a normal
,
18—30.
Send letter & photo for
shape guys,
Call (901) 678—2793, ask for Chris.
You were chosen by God
same: PO Box 2855, Murfreesboro, TN
R
Bro & BREAKFAST
to be who you are —
37133—2855.
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
gay, Lesbian or
GWM, 27, interests: outdoors, movies,
furnished with antiques offers
heterosexual.
dinners, working—out, night on the town,
accommodations to men and women.
The expression of
and a night at home. Seeks same, HIV
Home is located in small Tennessee River
your sexuality is a ‘gift from
God in making and
building of relationships.
INTEGRITY is a family
of Gays, Lesbians and
their friends within the
Episcopal Church.
INTEGRITY is a place to
find community and
support.
INTEGRITY offers
opportunities for growth,
prayer, friendship and
understanding.

INTEGRITY meets every
third Tuesday of the
month at Calvary
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
For more information, call
Doug Deaver at 726—4698
\_ or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207
26

Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
Buy a

.
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

e «rset

STATE ___ ZIP
— Mail to _
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485
on :
an
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f
Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center,InC
241 N. Cleveland St. + Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00pm Discussion
8:00 pm Traditions (Smoke Free)
Monday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Tuesday
Wednesday 8:00 pm _ Big Book Study
Friday
10:00pm Discussion —
Saturday 8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month isbirthday night with speaker.)
Into The Light
(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday 8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday ofmonth, Birthdays last Thurs.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous) participa—
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but
Friday
tionby other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)

_

Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)
Call For Information
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
Call For Information
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed
for the prom: ation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings
with a special outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.at
Business meetings are on the last Wednesday of the month
6:30 pm.
)}

K
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The Gay Memphis Resources Directory MSU State University Students for Flower Market of Memphis: 1523 Union
Ave, #274—8103.
Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Awareness
is printed as a public service, and its listings
(BGALA): BGALA c/o Office of Greek Park East Florist: 6005 Park,761—2980.
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
Affairs Box 100, MSU 38152., Sweet Peas: 111 S. Highland # 324—6873
herein have requested to be listed, but have
and 80 Monroe @ 525—7775.
## 371—9978 for Info.
not been charged. All phone numbers are
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
GRAPHICS
Memphis 38111—0042, # 278—0961.
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste 103,
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Memphis 38104 ## 276—2101.
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. Minority Prison Project (MPP):
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court Image Illustration& Design: P. O. Box
a 345—0657.
#4, Memphis, TN 38104—2402
161075, Memphis, TN 38186—1075
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
# (901) ‘324—5742, Fax (901)323—7524
a 744—7494.
Memphis 38174—1822.
JRP Specialties: Photo business cards &
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
National Organization forWomen (NOW):
distinctive nature photography +
a 454—7765.
Box 40982, Memphis 38174—0982
Joe Pfeiffer # 272—1207.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
# 276—0282.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 @454—1411.
Summer ## 323—2665.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
Alcoholics): Memphis Lambda Center
campaigns,letterhead, etc..=761—2980.
a 396—9050.
@ 276—7379or 454—1414.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd
INFORMATION
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays
a 744—4513.
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis38187— AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
— Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
2031 # 761—1444.
# 373—5670.
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda
transvestites, & transexuals)
BOOKS & GIFTS
Center # 327—2447, 276—7379, or GayGays
& Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
Meristem: Feminist Book Store + 930 §
454—1414.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.)
Cooper # 276—0282.
RiverboatGamblers Motorcycle Club: Box
Gay&Lesbian Switchboard: # 728—GAYS
CARPET CARE é CLEANING SERVICES
40404, Memphis, TN 38104
+ 7:30—11pm.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
# 276—9939.
R
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda LINC: # 725—8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
# 278—2835.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Southern Country Memphis: Country Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: #274—7477.
Residential, 24—hr. service, freeestimates
Western Dance Club » 266 Leonora Dr, Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline:
a 327—6165.
.._ 683—8916.
# (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
White Glove Services: Home or Office Tennessee Leather Tribe: Men‘s &
LEGALSERVICES
# 388—3781.
Women‘s leather org. 3293 Renners Cv.
— Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law:
a 372—4426.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
ACT UP Memphis: 5:30 Sun. Sharon Ann Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For

a 725—5483.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club + 4372 Kerwin
Dr., Memphis 38128.
_American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
@ 452—5894.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: 1929
Evelyn Ave. #272—3875
Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club + MeetsThurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church. ‘3956
Blue Spruce, Lakeland 38002
a 387—1567.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
AIDS Service Organization» Box 40389,
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
a 272—0855.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
Information # 725—4898.
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
America Memphis Chapter:
Information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726—
1547.
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS): Social
Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N. Cleveland _
a 725—9872.
Gay Teen Support Group: Tuesdays 7—
8:30, Gerry Wright ## 388—6110
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Calvary Episcopal
Church, + Mailing address: 2058 Young
Ave, Memphis 38104 ## 276—4045.
Loving ‘Arms (Support Partners for HIV+
Mothers & Babies; "hold" babies at
the Med): Shelia Tankersley, P.O. Box
3368, Memphis, TN 38173 # 725—6730
Mature Gays Information: John Prowett,
1517CourtAve., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104
2402 = 7261547.
Memphis Centerfor Reproductive Health:
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center (MGLCC): 1486 Madison,
Mailing Address: Box 41074, Memphis
38174 # 726—5790.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Sports
Association: c/o MGLCC, Box 41074,
# 728—GAYS or 458—6023.
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place §
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
Cleveland (above United Paint Store), #
276—7379, 726—6293, 527—1461, or 327—
3676.

n(601)562—8738 or (901) 722—8188.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
David Hooper, Attorney At Law:
Ave, #4, Memphis 38104—2402
1870 Union Ave, # 274—6824.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law:
Memphis 38174—1082.
100 N. Main, Ste 2518, # 526—0809.
Wings: Social Club « Box 41784, Memphis
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law:
38174—1784.
100 N. Main, Ste 3310, @ 525—0417.
Women of Leather: Box 41322, Memphis
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law:
38127—1322.
44 N. Second, Ste 600, x 521—9996.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
1903 Lincoln American Tower, 60 North
surrounding area # (615)360—2837__. ———Mid—America Mall, — Memphis 38103
Flesh IllusionsBBS:WehaveP.0.D.S.&"
I 684—1332.
Nuit Net Avaliable thru requests only.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Also carries Fidonet , 2400—14,4 baud.
5th Dimensions:
apeutic,
# 357—5483
sports Massage. In & out call
ThePersonals: Gaycomputerbulletin board
# 795—5001.
* 300 or 1200 baud # 274—6713. —
Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue
massage, therapeutic touch and
board and computer support. "Handles"
preparation for movement. By
accepted. 1200/2400baud. a 726—4073.
appointment only. # 527—2273.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Bodyrights: Therapeutic/sports massage
Kerrel Ard, BSW: Personal growth, spiritual
by appointment. # 377—7701.
counseling, alternative healing
Dave Everitt: Full body Swedish massage
a 725—4898.
Shiatsu, Medical Massage. #722—5522,
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
Pager # 533—9492
a 278—9554.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union,
massage by appointment. # 725—7020
# 726—1284.
or Beeper 575—1230.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
Psychological Counselor + Simmons,
massage by appointment. Please call
Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Amold
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
Rd, Ste316n369—6050
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
allery Memphis: # 725—0521
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150,
# 767—1066. .
(ByAppointment Only). —
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & _ Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper,
# 725—0521.
Couple Counsellng, # 761—9178
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall
Vetennanan 480 Pruitt Rd, Oakland, TN
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101,
38060# (901)465—2699. Foremergency
e726-4586-Slidingieesmle.
care call # (901) 533—5084
Northeast Mental Health Center:
F.U.N. Parties & Toys For Us:
r 382—3880.
Gay & Lesbian parties exclusively.
Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
# Rich 327—2225.
Group Counseling, # 761—9178
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration &
applaince repair # 274—7011.
therapy + Fully Alive! # 323-2078 *
Decadence Manor: 1655 Madison,
Sliding fee scale.
# 272—7451.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7,
Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner
# 278—5002.
a 274—2524.
GreatAmerican Cruises, Inc.: CruiseTravel
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and
Agency, ShermanPerkins, 52N. Second,
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Ste 305
@ 525—5302.
# 458—0152.
Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and Antiques:
Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes,
2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town Flea
accounting services‘ 726—9082.
Market) a 725—4751.
FLORISTS
Have BarWill Travel: Bartendingforprivate
Accent With Flowers: 1505 S. Perkins,
functions » LisaGray (The Peabody Hotel)
# 683—3007.
@ 726—5910.
Botanica: 944 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
1—800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
meditation classes » a 682—0855.
27.

John In Charge: Household & office
cleaning, errands, a personal valet «
= 272—2316.
Kings Interior Painting: # 324—5314.
Lavender Earth: 852 S. Cooper,
a 272—2853
Lederwerx: 2027 Madison.
MT‘s Bakery: Gay and Lesbian Wedding
Cakes A Specialty,
Theresa,
2127 Frayser Blvd. # 358—6689 or
388—2376.
Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
38104 # 278—2199.
Pass Pets: Hickory Ridge Mall, #366—4428
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/orhouse
sitting by competent, caring couple
# 726—6198.
Quality Electronics: TV/VCR Repair, 1593
Getwell, # 743—6377
_
Quality Furniture: Gary Lewis, 1490
Getwell, = 743—7739
Enrica Ramey: Insurance (Midtown)
# 725—6023 & (Bartlett) 377—1075.
Richard‘s Designs: Packaging designs &
marketing # 683—6157.
S$ & R Body Shop: Sandy George,
2052 Clifton, ## 353—4604.
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
facility rental + Michael Sanders
# 948—3998.
See—S: Pommis&phoiographyn327-3760
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave
# 272—STAR.
Tiger Paw Windshield Repair &
Replacement: Donna Watson
# 363—4629. 24hr. phone service.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
Grooming Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall,
@ 794—3047 or 365—9716.
Whittington Tree & Lawn Service: Sandra
& Troy Whittington # 685—8410.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
MEDIA
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90,
Box 41773, Memphis 38174.
Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
published by Hera Sees, Inc.,— ——
1725—B Madison Ave, = 276—0543.
Query: Weekly newspaper published
by Pyramid Publishing Box 40422,
Nashville
TN,
37204—0422
# (615) 327—3273.
Recovery Talk "In the Midnight Hour":
Radio program, Sat. 12:15—1:15am,
KWAM— AM 990. Weekly program
about addictions & recovery.
= (901) 377—7963.
Recovery Times: Free monthly
focusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, &
Nashville TN + ## (901) 377—7963. —
TriangleJournal News: Monthlynewspaper
published by Printers Ink «Box 11485,

Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—1411.
NIGHT CLUBS / DININ
Amnesia: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Apartment Club: 343 Madison #525—9491.
Cafe Samovar: 83 Union, # 529—9607.
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook z 726—4767.
Club Hide—A—Way: 2018 Court #274—6602.
Construction Site: 1474 |Madison
2784313
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Midtown: 2146 Young # 726—9614.
Nikita‘s Bar & Grill: 2117 Peabody Ave,

# 272—1700.
Oops: : 1349 Autumn # 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon # 272—1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528 Madlson
# 278—9321.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

Russell Armstrong, Developemﬁ
Developments: 194 Looney Ave
@ 525—3044.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Realty: # 854—0455.
Steve Solomen, Affiliate Broker, hamsSowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, # 278—4380.
ORGANIZATIONS
Gays Rejoicing & Affirmed in a Catholic
Environment (GRACE): Supportgroup
for Catholics & their friends® Information:
# 272—1207 Joe.
Holy Trinity Community Church:
Worship Service: Sun. 9& 11am, 7 pm;
Bible study: Wed. 7:00pm; We Care
AIDS Support Ministry: Sat. 10am
2323 Monroe @ 726—9443.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue.,
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
7pm, $3; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd,
# 726—4698 (Doug Deaver) or
272—1207 (Joe Pfeiffer).
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
#126—5521
Davis—Kidd
Booksellers
Inc.:
397 Perkins Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
MemphisandShelbyCaminublchlbrary'
1850 Peabody #
P & H Cafe: 1532MadlsonAven-274—9794
Squash Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
B 7254823
Star Search Video: 1411 Poplar Ave.
#272—STAR
&
TobaccoComerNewsroom: 669 Mendenhall
Rd S. # 682—3326 & 1803 Union
#726—1622.

Spiritual Resources in
—the Memphis Area

Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
First Congregational! Church — 278—6786
Holy Trinity Community Church— 726—9443
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church—756—5433
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church — 327—8479
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
Unitarian Church of the River— 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Road) — 753—0831
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